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& O U N D A R Y  C O M M I S S I O N  C 
0 . 
UNDER CAPTAIN A. H. McMAHON, C.I.E. 
Written to the Englishman (Calcutta) and Timea of 
' In&q (Bombay) by their Special Correspondent 
d' with the Mission. 
. Reprinted by kmd permission of the Editors of the 
Englishman and the Timen of India. 
. - 
PRQTTED AT T H E  BAPTIST MISSION PRESS. 
TO 
M. G. 31. 
'C FOR WHOM AND AT WHOSE mSPIRATIOY 
THESE LETTERS WERE WRITTES 
AND TO 
THE TRIO 
AT WHOSE WISH THEY ARE SOW 
REPRINTED. 
The Baluch=Afghan Boundary . 
Commission of 1896. a * 
BEN Sir Mortimer Durand visited Kabul in 
the cold weather of 1893, one of the results 
of his mission was the appointment. of three 
boundary commissions to demarcate the frontier 
between India and Afghanistan, vk., t.he Baluch- 
Afghan, the Asmar, and the Waziristan Boundary 
Commissions. The first named left Quetta on 
the.25th March, 1894, with C'spt,zin McMahon, 
C.I.E., as British Commlssiongr, and, after 15 
months of considerable hardship, ~nuch hard work, 
and many delays, the Cornmission returned to 
India in June 1895, having completed the demar- 
cation of the frontier as far as Gwazha. 
. ?l&e boundarg between the southern portion of 
* m"- 
Afghahistan and Bduchi%.an remains to be settled 
. from Gw9zhs as 4ar ss Koh-i-Malib Sinh, : moun- 
tain which firms the meeting point of the baud- 
ariefi of Afghanistan, Persia, and Balucllistm, 
the Commission of 1896 has this task before 
it. The cornposit& of the Brit,ish Commission 
0 * 
I . 
is as follows :-Captain A. H. McMahon, CJ.J$, 
British Comnlissioqer ; Mr. G. P. Tat% Survey of 
India, with a survey party ; Captain 3'. Waltersn 
of the 24th (ialuchistan) Regiment, Bombay 111- 
f antry. wit11 100 men of his reginlent ; Lieutellant i' F. C'. Webb-Ware, of the 7th Bombay Lancers I 
and 25 sabres of the 5th Bombay Cavalry (Sindh 4 
Horse) : and Surgeon-Captain F. P. Maynard, 
I.M.S., 21s Medical Officer and Naturalist. The I 
British Coinmissioner is assisted by a native assist-, 
ant, Mir Shuinshah, ~ x t r i ~ s s i s t a n t  Colnmissioner I 
of Pishin. The Afghan Commissioner, Sirdar I 
Yuhamnlad Umar Khan, arrived in Chaman on 
.January 23rd, the same day that the British Coni- 
mission assembled in Quetta and that Captain 
Waiters left Chaman with the escort for Gulistan, 
, 
there to await the arrival of the hitis11 Commis- 
sioner. Three busy days, the 24t11, 25th, and ' 
26t11, were spent in Quetta collecting and arrang- 
ing stores, t ransp~rt  , etc. 
i 
'Che weather in Quetta was most unusually mild 
for the time of year, and the hills round showed 
only a slight covering of snow. On the night of 
the 26th, however, the clouds that  had been hang- 
ing about became heavier, rain began to fall, &d ' 
cn 
by the morning of the %h eyery hill roun3 was 
coveredewith snow, reachingvery low d ~ w n  ; %he ' 
temperature fell fast, and the Comhksion left 
Quetta by rail under depressing circurnsta%ces 
as far as the weather was concerned. The new 
platform at the railway station could certainly 
b 0 0 
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THE START. 
have given points to an Irish bog, and by the time 
all were aboard the floors of the railway carriages 
*resembled a London street wood pavement on a 
wet day more than anything eke. However, 
we were all in good spirits, had had ou;. last look 
a t  civilisation, ancl were off at  last, prepared for 
worse hardships than the temporary annoyance of 
tramping about a muddy station on a pouring 
wet day. Extremes of temperature and scarcity 
,of supplies, food and. water, are the principal 
" hardships " to be expected. Camping in snow 
a t  first with the thermometer below zero, ancl 
later on in the sandy desert with a temperature of 
110' in one's tents, is not all beer and skittles. 
The beer a t  least is conspicuous by its absence : 
and in some places i t  will be necessary to cariy 
large quantiti* of water and nmke long forced 
marches to get across the desert. As this is tlle 
cas% everyone on leaving Euslllii will be mountecl, 
mostly on camels. 
After a couple of hours run in the train Gulis- 
tan, a small station on the line to Chamsn, was 
reached, and the Commission went into camp with 
Captain Walters and the escort, who were already 
en?mmped neal; the railway station. The hills 
- 
of th8 Khojak range clo?e by were cove;ed with 
s n m  an4 a real .keen north wind was blowing off 
them, tefigered, however, by the sun which had 
coGe out. A short halt had to be made at  Gulis- 
tan owing to the non-arrival of some stores and 
to the soaking of e~erything by the heavy rain ; 
8 
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but on the 29th a start was made, and SpintijIla 
after a march of J9 miles was reached. After 
leaving the Fort of Gulistan on the left the r o d  
was a continuous ascent along the dr iedup bed" 
of the Landi 'stream until the Top Kotal w z ~ s  
reached a t  an elevation of about 7,000 ft. F r o m  
this the road descended by a very steep path a b o u t  a 
a mile long into Spintijha. The march was UII- 
marked by any incident except that the hospital 
assistant enjoyed a spill from his spirited mule  
which, as he put it, " did* make too much run ' ' ' 
and give him too much trouble. Some of t h e  
- 
camels were ten hours on the road. Spintijha is 
the proud possessor of one small mud Levy h u t  
which is placed a t  the upper end of a sloping valley, 
and i t  derives its name from the e~is t~ence  of a 
large h e  white volcanic rock witb some smaller. 
ones adjacent to it. These run along the line of 
the earthquake crack which has existed probgbly 
for centuries, but, which was widely reopened in 
1892, and has been traced from Murgha Chamari 
as far  down as Shorawak, over 80 miles, by Cap- I 
tain McMahon. Its direction here is from north- 
east to south-west, and it apparently terminates I 
in the latter direction in the desert6 The remy%- 
C 
able feature of the countPg is t&at the hills Go the 
east of 'the crack are composed. of sedjrnentary * 
rock while those to the west are ig%eus. The 
hills here are covered with southern wood find 
small game is fairly plentiful. As usual in this 1 
p a t  of the country the cemeteries have their 
r C 0 
tombs piled up with animals' horns. 111 one here 
there is an oorial horn measuripg 31 inches-quite 
a decent length-and on one grave is a fair-sized 
a. ibex's horn. 
Shortlv after arrival in canlp *the -barometer . 
began to fall rapidly. cloucls gathered, and during 
- 0  
, the night rain and hail alternately fell, varied by 
9 
a tliunderstorm about 1-30 A.M., and severe squalls 
of wind, which put all tent ropes to the test and 
found some wanting. The minimum thermo- 
v 
meter registered 33" ; liot so low as at  Gulistan, 
however, where all the irrigation water and the 
water in our baths was frozen each morning. On 
the 30th a halt was made and everybody tried, 
but most failed, to get warm. There were fre- 
quent squalls of rain and large-sized hail from 
morning till evening. Our doctor varied the mono- 
tony by rigging up the brand-new Bachelor soda- 
wat:r machine. As a married and scientific man 
i t  was thought he was the one lzast likely to blow 
the camp up with his efforts. The machine is 
the first that ever burst (it is hoped that will remain 
a figure of speech !) into this silent land. If all 
the jokes made over the filling of the first three 
d d e n  soda were bottled up, there would be no 
?earB 04 the sup$y $' conlensed gas running short. 
' An&ow, the operation was satisfactorfly per- 
formed, a&b the consumption of soda and whisky * 
rosein celebration of the event. 
The night of the 30th was very wet again. 
Rain fell most of the night, but towards morning 
0 0 
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i t  snowed, and by 10 A.M. of the 31st t h e  w h o l e  
camp was covered ~ i t ~ h  a couple of inches of s n o w  ; 
and snowballing became the order of the day. 
In  t,he afternoon sleet fell, and about tea t i m e *  
some ghostly fikures rode silently into camp. They 
prored to be Captain McConaghey, Pol i t ical  
Assist.ant a t  Pishin, and some levy sowars, and a fl 
very miserable ride up from Gulistan h a d  they 
experienced. The next day-the 1st of Feb- 
ruary-began the month with glorious wea ther .  
In the  morning everyone'turned out " t o  s h o o t P  
somet,hing," a Briton's highest ambition in f i e n c h  
eyes, but a long tramp over the hills only resulked 
in rt couple of chakore. Sirdar Muhamad U m a r  
Khan. the Afghan Commissioner, has a r r i v e d  
st Gwazha-after some heavy marching-and 
demarcation mill now begin. A peeting of the 
t , ~ o  Commissioners has been arranged fo r  to- 
morrow. 
7- 
M y  last letter was despatched from Spinti:+"la 
where February 1st fowd us encamped q d '  all- 
arr8ngwnent.s made for the r%cgption of the Qhan 0 
Commissioner in Durbar on Februyf 2nd at 
Wuchdara. a small place about six miles may 
down the valley of the Wuchdara river, and 
about equidistant from the Afghan Camp. We 
had reckoned tvitliout. our host, however. The 
weather clerk decreed otherwise, for during the 
night a regular hill storm of Gind and rain came 
'up and spoiled all the arrangements. Over an 
inch of rain fell, and a t  intervals during the night 
. 
t h e  dismal sound of the lascar's mallet was heard . 
, driving tent pegs home while the wind roared and 
' 
t h e  tents shivered. Morning broke to find the ' 
observatory tent half down and presenting a very 
dissipated appearance, while the Doctor Sahib 
F was not forthcoming a$ all, being buried beneath 
his fallen tent. The reason of his taking things 
so quietly was found to be that, anticipating the 
catastrophe, he had stowed himself, bed, beddini 
a n d  everything, under a huge macintosh sheet, 
a n d  he declared that the only sleep he got during 
t h e  night wasnafter the tent had come down and 
held him prisoner. Fresh snow had fallen on the 
hills round and the Khwaj Amram (8,864 feet) 
had  acquired a fresh thick snow cap, and so spoilt 
our chance of a picnic to its submit with the sur- 
vey officer, who meant going there on business 
intent. Towards evening the weather improved 
a n d  the night was clear and frosty, the thermo- 
m t e r  registering 26.50F. Tlie 3rd of February 
- was 8 lovely d2y and so Re rode down to Wuchdara 
- an$ Captain Mc&h$n received the Afghan Com- 
mission+ ,jn Durbar. The mess tent, with a a 
large shamiana in front of it, had been pitched 
ready, and in front of i t  waved the Union Jack 
with the Star of India. 
and was met by tlie British party and received 
with a general salute. Captain 3IcMahon, Lieut. 
Walters. and the Afghan Commissioner are old 
I 
mn- Cllaman as far as Ghwazha-where we be,' 
i friends as they jointly deina2cated the frontier from ' \,, 
last year, and the greetings mere most friendly. I 
Sirdar Muhammed Umar Iihan is a fine vigorous 1 
old man of between 60 and 70. One says old 
because one knows he is, not because he looks it.. ! 
His face is weather-beaten and his hair might be I 
8 fi BALUCH-AFGHAN MLSSIOX. I 
white if it. were allowed : but his bearing is manly 
and upright and his laugh hearty, and the Sirdar i 
could give points to marly a man little more than 
half his age. ~ e ~ w a s  ccompanied by several 
infl~ent~ial maliks hailing from Kandallar and the . 
I 
banks of the Helmund river. The very friendly 
greetings over, we entered the Durbar tent and 
sat  down ; Captain &IcJfahon on the right of tl?? i 
centre ~ v i t h  his officers onkis right, \nd the Sirdar " 
on the leM with the nmliks onmll!s left. The usual 
conversation ensued, and green ten (lqvhly stuff 
if i t  didn't give one indigestion and a head), 
sweets (Peliti's best), and fruit mere handed round, 
followed by snlokes of d l  kinds, cig~~rettes being 
C 
, 6 1 
* / 
X guard of honour of fifty rifles was drawn up 
in two lines facin6 inwards forming an avenue 
for the Sirdar to advance through, the twenty 
somars of the 5th Bombay Cavalry (Sindh Horse) ' 
b 
being d r a ~ m  uJ! to one side. Shortly after our 
arrival at  3 P.x., the Afghan Commissioner ap- i‘ 
peared with his party. The Sirdar dismounted , 
I 
s THE AI!'GHAN' ESCORT. - 9  
apparently nlost appreciated. The coi~versation 
was carried on, of course, in qersim, with wllich 
the British Conlinissioner aad Mr. Tate arc well 
acquainted. The latter officer has travelled all 
over Baluchistan cnld Arabia, and' comes across % 
many old friends. 
. 
After more tea, sweets, and smokes, the Dur- 
7 
bar ended. the Afgllan party leaving for their 
camp and we riding baclr to ours at Spintijha. 
The Afghan escort consisted of about a dozen 
rlnounted men, some of hllonl wore the Kandahar 
medal given by the dlnir to his troops taking part 
in the fight against the Hazaras rou~ld about Kan- 
dallar in 1S92. Pt is o silver inedal a little less 
than a rupee in size with the Smir's arms (a 
nlusjid) on one side, and a Persian inscription on 
the other. Tln mel: weai. then1 pinned over the 
right breast with a coloured string hanging d o ~ m  
and looped up to .a button of tllc tunic. Many of 
t.lie men wore Russian riding koots, and i t  was 
notewortl~y that not one wore spurs. Their uni- 
forms varied considerably, from a khaki drill cut- 
away to London and North-Western guards' blue 
cloth coats, silver buttoils and all. The head- 
d&ss of some <an to squat-looking khaki helmets 
- 
with -3ilver badges, asso&ed, wllile others looked 
smfirter @ the puggwi and lihula of the 2ountry. 
All were ~ ~ n e d  with gun and sword, also varying - 
in pattern, but all no doubt being serviceable on 
occasion. The mounts were the best part of their 
turnout, and judging from our experience since 
. * 
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tlie Durbar their horses would easily ascend St. 
Paul's dome, to say nothing of Scaw Fell.Pike. 
On our return to camp we found Sir Naoroz* 
Ktlan, K.C.I.E., Khan of Icharan, had arrived 
during om acsence. The next day, Tuesday, 
February 4th, being also fine, Lieutenant Webb- 
Ware, Mr. Tate and Dr. Maynard set off soon after 
10 A.M. to ascend the Kl~waja Amran, the highest 
peak in the range, 8,864 feet high. Much of the 
snow of tlie preceding week had melted and i t  was. 
t.liouglit i t  would be possi6ie to ascend to tlie top, 
as proved to be the case. 9 ricle of six miles 
brought t.liem to tile top of the Spintijha Kotal 
(wrongly called the Ghwaza Pass sometimes). 
The road runs along the bed of the Ishamhan 
nullah, wllicll is dotted with the spine or pistacio 
tree. These are common all over the mountains, 
and at  this time of the year present tlie most deso- 
late, leafless, lifeless appearance. Later, how- 
ever, they become,green, and about August they 
yielcl an abundance of fruit. The largest, seen 
on this ride up measured 94 feet in girth. This 
was a simple truilked one ; many have four, five 
and six trunks, growing up into wliat look like 
one tree, and of course, would rneasyre muclr mo&. _ 
Many of them may be s e a  groqring out of wEat is 
apparenfly solid rock, and hew they obtpin ndar- 
ishment seems a mystery. At the u p p r  part of 
the valley are some vineyards, though a t  &at 
time of year no one would recognise them as 
such. Chakore were fairly plentiful there. 
r C m 
From the Kotal the ascent was made, a guide 
of the country being obtained, and very useful 
he was. There was nothing difficult in the ascent 
except that the slaty shale was t;eacherous and 
the snow very deep in places. This %as where 
tlle usefulness of the guide came in. He seemed - 
*' to know by instinct where the drifts were-there 
w-as nothing in the appearance to tell often-and 
those who neglected his lead generally found 
themselves sinking up to their waists a t  once, if 
not deeper. The sumukt was reached about 3-30 
P.M., and the cold was intense, but the view ! 
Well, i t  was worth double the climb. As is well 
known, the Khwaja Amran mountains form a range 
of about 50 miles long extending from the Toba 
plateau on the north to the Shorawalr plain on the 
south, and seprating the Peshill plain on the east 
from the Kadanai plain in Afghanistan on the 
west. They are generally about 8,000 feet, but 
Khwaja Amran, on which "the party found them- 
selves, is 8,864 feet. Looking north they saw 
Chaman clearly, the fort and railway station 
about 28 miles distant ; on the north-west the 
mountain sloped down gradually to the Kadanai 
- p6in, the footglope being known as the Daman 
(from"the Persian word Theaning a skirt). _ Across 
this plain Kandahar~ could be indistinctly seen, 
60 milesr 'listant. Further west the Registan 
~e r ;k r t  was spread showing undulating and un- 
interesting, desolate and waterless. 
To the south-west the range gradually sub- 
- * 
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1 
sided fo .the Shorawak plaip. To tlie soutll-easf; 1 
the Taka-tu mountiain beyond Quetta s tood 1 
boldly, covered wit11 snow, Quetta itself being 
hidden by a ?ow range of intervening hills- On 
- the sumrfit of the IChwaja Amran is a ziarat or 
, shrine, sacred to the memory of Khwaja Amran. 
, 
He is said to have travelled about the  country 
,I 
on a sort of seven-leagued camel, the marks of 
whose huge footsteps are to be found i n  different) 
I 
parts of the conntry. The grave is a very  large, 
one, forty-five feet long, suited to the enormous 
stature of the saint. Near one end of i t  is a sort 
\ 
of walled enclosure where the Doctor made a 
small cave in the snow, and with everybocly's - 
help managed to work the boiling point thermo- 
meter. Unfortunately there was too n ~ u c l l  llnze 
about for the survey o£Ecer to t a h  any  observa- 
tions, but he succeeded in taking some p l lo tograpl~~,  t 
one being of the earthquake crack alluded to i.!~ 
my first letter. WllatBver d.oubt one might 11:~vc: 
had about this being really an el.crtitqllnlre ~.~.ac:li 4. 
as seen at Spintijha was dispelled on seeing it l'roni ' 
the top of Kliwaja Amran. Its course coulrl be 
clearly traced north towards Chaman e n c l  south 
r 
towards Shorawak. Writing of parthquslcos, a 
very pronounced short %ne y a s  heard a& felt 
during knner in Spintijha 5'1 tlie salup cvcr7i~lp 
after returning. I t  was accompanic5C~l" by  ~ 1 1 1 1 -  
terranean thunder, but there was no returll sGrcll. 
begun, five pillars being ereccted ove; a f,ract of 
-6 On Wednesday, February 5th, demarcatiorl was - .  
5' 
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seve;~ miles of frontier begi~lnirlg at Illlwajlla. 
Wllerl the boundary has been agreed up011 a Ilole 
is dug in tlle ground at an elevated spot. select,ed, 
and a stone slab, wit11 the letters B.A.B. and tile 
number of the pillar cut on it, is fixed'lrl posit,ion 
at  the bottom of the hole by mortar. Stones are 
-. then piled on top of this until a cairn about 10 or 
12 feet high is formed. This is whitewaslled and 
the boundary pillar is then very evident from a 
long distance. 
Demarcation was continued on February 6th. 
On February 7th a shoot had been arranged, and 
8 A.M. saw US all in the saddle except the survey 
officer who had work t o  do in camp. The night 
before there had been 154 degrees of frost and the 
cold was very bitter and the sun very welcome 
as we rode do"svn the Wuchdara river bed. After 
emerging on the Kadanai plain we changed horses 
and rode on to the Sargu hills, a total distance 
of 28 miles, over ground %hat-was anything but 
good going. Some of i t  was what is known as 
pat-fairly riddled with rat holes over wllich we 
cantered-but most of i t  was stony plain, closely 
intersected with dried-up shallow water-courses, 
t; broad to juq~p, which necessitated your horse 
walkihg down inth and 3ut of them again, tiring 
" to ?the horse and ajZlnoying to the rider. The 
Sargu hiHP are composed of igneous rock, and 
staGd up out of the plains a collection of compara- 
tively low hills about five miles in circun~ference ;
small outcrops of the same rock run out from 
? 7 % 
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-- 
tiietn +,u the desert. They are striking in appear- 
ance, a d  with  their: black, desolate look remind 
one of Aden as seen in passing. 
Sear the hills the Bfghan party met us and  the 
A o ~ L ~  began. 3 number of men beat across the I 
hills towards where we were stationed a t  the open- 
ing of one of the gorges on to the desert. Oorial, - 
C 
nlarkllor or chixikara mere expected, but unfortu- 
t ~ a t e l ~  none put in an appearance, probably be- 
muse n~ore beatels were required than were oh- - 
tainable. TiEn was welicome, and we started 
back at three o'clock, and on the way backwe had 
some good coursing. Those who had been beat- 
ing across the hills and our party, twenty inchld- 
ing British and Afghans, spread out in line and 
7 
slowly beat across the plain, four men a t  equal 
intervals n~arcl~ing about fifty yard? in front with 
greyhounds called " tazis " held in leash. We 
had two excellent runs after hare, and in each \; 
Captain &lcMahon:s celebrated hound Rufus distin- 
guished himself. Getting off long after the tazis 
he quickly passed them ; in each run he ra11 his d 
hare to earth-staying beside the hole till  we 
rode up, while the other dogs wandered about  a t  
fault. The runs were each over two miles, al'id 
so Rufus was pretty welt tire$ o;t w11ell w> got 
back to camp at  8 P.M. aftex his run of qfifty-.sjx 
- miles and the coursing thrown in. To-%;larrow tile 
8th we move to our next camp a t  Shista Suf, 
short march of ten miles. 
> 
THE SHISTA AND LORA RIVERS. 
A [FROM OUR SPECIAL CORRESPONDENT.] 
CAMP SRILA ' K u ~ H ,  FEB. 16. 
. 
My last letter was sent off from Spintijha where . 
the cold had been intense-so much so that the . 
so& water froze a5 once on opening the bottles, 
and i t  was almost impossible to get any poured 
out before the contents, became converted into a 
I sort of snow-ice. Melting this was but poor satis- 
faction, as the soda was then found to have en- 
tirely lost its gas. The last day at this camping 
ground a dog died of pneumonia, while a horse 
belonging to one of the levy sowars died on the 
way back from the Sarjn Hills, where we went 
on the 7th, 2P miles awa-y. 
On the 8th of February we marched ten miles 
over the Top Kotal-thus partly retracing oui~ 
steps-to a place called Shista Sur at the Ilea:! 
of the Shista river. Snow and hail fell most of 
I 
the march and made the going, naturally bad, in- 
finitely worse. At one tight place a t  the ilppar 
ctcl of a steep nullah several camels came to grief. 
fi arLd Lieutenant; Walters spe~it most, of thp da;y 
time *with a w o r h ~ g  pzrty literally shop in^ t l ~ c  
th&e h~wdred odd c%mels we have with us over 
, 
the hill tbp. Shista Snr is 6,440 feet, i .e.,  higher 
than Spintijha, but, being sheltered, is warmer. 
* The next day, the 9th, we marched at  S A.M. 
I down the pried-up-bed of the Shist,a River, 12 
* ? ? 
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miles, as far as the junction of that river d t h  
the Lora river, Captain McMahon and working 
parties marching along the top of the hills erecting - 
boundary pillars and not getting into camp until 
7 P.M. 'Phis Lamp was picturesque, and looked 
very smart as laid out by Lieutenant Webb-Ware, 
Camp Commandant. The river Lora comes down - 
from the north between high precipitous hills, and 
at this place is about fifty yards across. I ts  water, 
which is muddy, runs deep above and below the - 
camp, but is fordable obposite it, where i t  is y 
joined by the Shista river from the north-west. 
The latter river is a t  this season represented by 
a small rivulet of clear drinkable water, mean- 
dering down a broad dried-up bed of shale, the 
width of which shows its capabilities when in flood. 
On the left bank of the Lora is a h i 0  flat bank of 
sand, and on it the camp was pitched in British 
territory. On the right bank just below the junc- 
tion with the Shieta i-nother ground suitable 
for a camp. This is Afghan territory, and was 
. left for the Afghan Mission Camp. Owing to some 
misunderstanding, however, they did not halt 
there, but camped some miles further along t!le 
1' 
h 
frontier. The sand-bank on whicb our camp was - 
pitched 2es in the 11ollow'of a temi-circular range 




aliarp turn to the right. 
We were thus almost surroullded by precipit- 
ous, uascalewble liills about $00 to 1,000 feet high, n 
and this, coupled wit,ll tlie loqcr level, viz., 3,680 I! . 'I 
. i 
A PICTURESQUE CAMP. -m l'i 
feet, rendered the camp most delightfully sl-~el- 
tered and warm after the ble2,k exposed s i tua t ion  
of the  Xpintijha ground. The scene as the work -  
ing parties arrived in camp at 7 P.M. mas o n e  t,o 
appeal to the imagination. The hoop in c a m p  
had lighted an enormous fire on the camp sida of 1 
a the  river to light their comrades across the f o r d .  
This lighted up the mountains all round, and up011 
them the tents and moving figures of those mov ing  
about  on the bank cast gigantic shadows. T h e  
dols and seranais of tlie'Balncbis as they marched  
down the Shista river after their hard d a y ' s  
climbing and building, mingled with the cries of 
welcome from the camp, harmonised well, a n d  
as the men, having removed their boots a n d  
putties, waded across the ford with their rifles o n  
their shoulden, the scene was one of the m o s t  
picturesqne imaginable. 
Owing to the Afghan Mission having marched 
so far  ahead and to discmsiolvi about the boui i -  
dary,  some days were spent in this camp. Al l  
the  drinking water had to be brought across the 
Lora from the Shista river ; so Lieutenants W a l -  
t e r ~  and Webb-Ware and their men set to w o r k  
a& constructe_d a bridge across the Lora. I t  
? was ';f stone pier% at e3her side, with a t r e s t l e  
I brkige i~ the centre and very useful i c p r o v e d .  
The weaDbEr during the five days' halt here w a s  
vasable,  two 6 n e  and three wet days being p u t  
in,  the  rain being partly hail and sleet. T h e  
11egot;iations referred to ended in a Durbar helcl 
, 1) * .. * 
by Captain McMahon in our camp on t h e  1 4 t h ,  
a t  which Sirdar Muk~ammad Umar Khan and all 
the maliks attended, and with the aid of g r e e n  - 
tea, sweets, etc., much good work was dorle a n d  
rapid progress*made. After the Durbar the Af- 
ghans were shown the soda-water machine at w o r k ,  
and though too well bred to slmw any s u r p r i s e  o r  
incredulity a t  the result, I fancy the whole t h i n g  
was regarded as one more bit of jadu tc: be  a d d e d  
t o  the list of magic already worked by the Ferin,ahi ,  
such as the heliograph, th; telegraph, etc. Very 
naturally one man asked if it were boiling b e f o r e  
taking hold of theglass in which the soda, was fizzing. 
On the 15th the camp marched down the b e d  
of the  Lora river 22 miles to Shila Kuch, w h i c h  is 
a place a t  the northern end of the ~ h o r a w u k  p l a i n  
i n  Afghanistan-a sacred place, rtoo, judging 
from the size of the cemetery near the camping 
ground, and the care with which i t  is tended. The 
march was a heavs one7 as the ground was  s t o n y  
and the  river had to be forded backwards and 
forwards forty times. The day before the  march 
had unfortunately been wet, so the ten ts  w e r e  
very heavy ; and although starting at 8 A.M., it 
was 5 P.M. before the camels began c o m i n g  in', 
and  11 P.M. before the la& arri%edd;n camp. ' T h e  
- 
Afghans ?lad started before m did, and qaking a 
forced ma.rch camped some miles fu rkh r  d o w n  
the plain. As the .camp marched down t h e  r iGer,  
working parties went along the crests of the hil ls  





A BUCK-JUMPIBG CAMEL. 7 . 1 9  
Talking of canlels md their unholy ways, one 9 
clay at tiffin, t,he Cavalry officer told us a story of 
an wtzt he once had the honour of riding which 
was given to buuk-jumping. This highly res- 
pectable. in other. respects, quitdi-uped bucked 
first his nose-string off, then he bucked his crupper * 
., off, then he bucked his saddle off, leaving the un- 
* 
comforhable sahib sitting on his hump, while * 
finally, continuing the motion, both sahib and 
hump wsre bucke:! off on the ground, and the 
beast went off rejoicing,'leaving the rider a sadder 
and a sorer man. Siill sorer, if not more humped, 
he seemed when we received his true story with 
loud smiles, which was distinctly unreasonable 
as we really believed every word of it. Who 
would not after much experience of these touching 
animals and !-their gentle ways, " contrairy " 
though they be, always wanting to  get up when 
required to be sitting down, and insisting on 
lying down-in water for ~hoicn-when you want 
them to get up ? The said Cavalry officer was a 
heavy loser by thip habit on the march down the 
Lora, though the camel's little peculiarity was 
not entirely to blame. One of his camels sat down 
in'"the river, and left his kit about six hundred 
7 
rupee& less val,luab\:. thai? i t  was a t  the beginning 
of &he march. SU :lk+ losses are what on; antici- 
pates, hamver, slid are borne quite pidosophi- ' 
c a l r p b y  the rest of the party. 
A Pasteur Insti 'ute is sadly needed at Shila 
Kuch. During breddmt there was a wild horoosh, 
7 > 
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and a mad dog rushed through the camp knock- 
ing down one man,,, and biting him and another 
badly, besides some dogs, on his way. He was - 
promptly followed up and allot. .The dogs of this 
country am ndt to be despised. They are bigger 
m d  sturdier than our sheep dogs. Their ears 
are cut off and the stumps buried in their long 
' hair. They have plenty of pluck, too. On en- 
quiry we found that there are so many mad dogs 
about here that the people carry swords to be 
- 
prepared for them-their'only reason for carry- 
ing them, of course ! They do not seem afraid 
of their bites, as they have a ziarat especially kept 
for those who are bitten to visit. The consump- 
tion of a pinch of the earth there is an infallible 
preventive of any ill-effects after a bite from a 
mad dog. To such people a Pas3eur Institute 
would be a superfluous luxury and its statistics 
perhaps misleading, seeing that all treated by 
the ziarat-earth syiyatem,do so well. 
The earthquake crack, mentioned in one of my 
previous letters, appeared to end here, though we 
may come across i t  again. After being traced 
over 100 miles it descended the slope over the 
eastern side of the lower end of the Kwajha Alnrin 
range and apparently ezded ip h e  Lora :iver. - 
We expe'ct to reach Nusliki ,on the 19th p r  2W11. * 
Major "Roddy" Oweu, D.S.O., wi!d-join the 
Mission before then, and Capcai~~ McConaghy 
and Lieutenant Benil will probably meet us at  
Nusllki and see US fairly atarttea iiito the Desort. 
- - 
0 . r. T 
HOW K.4REZES APE MADE. 
n [PBOM OUR SPECIAL CORRESPONDENT.] 
CAMP SIAH SANG, FEB. 29. 
* 
On February 1.7th the Mission split up into two 
a parties ; one, with Captain McMahon, Mr. Tate, 
and Captain Walters, proceeded along the crest 1 
of the Sarlat range demarcating with the Afghan 
.I Mission, while the main camp, with Lieutenant 
Webb-Ware and Dr. ~ a $ n a r d ,  marched along the 
Shorawuk plain on the west of the same range of 
hills. The camp a t  Shila Kuch, where my last 
letter was sent of?, was situated on the left bank of 
the Lora river wliere i t  splits up into several 
channels which lose themselves on the Shorn 
wuk plain. @n the opposite bank of the Lora 
were the rapidly diminisliing granite peaks of 
the Kliwaja Amran range. The main camp 
marched to Sahib Zadakibi, 30,miles over a level 
plain, sandy for a good part, but showing signs of 
extensive and rich cultivation, numerous fields 
being laid out and many irrigation channels being 
provided with water mills for grinding wheat con- 




We lwve now sew the last of these* karezes. 
They are a e r y  interesting and ancient methods 
of Ebtaining water. Balucliistan in general suffers 
from want of water, and its rivers cannot be 
relied on except during a few months in the year 
a 0 . b 
when either heavy rain 3r melting snow converts 
their dry beds into maring torrents. At such times 
the people run off the river water into channels, 
constructed for the purpose, from which their 
. fields are-irrigated, and tanks are filled a t  the  
same time to form a reserve supply. Where no 
river water is obtainable and hills are near, karezes - 
are built. A water seer decides that water will 
be found at the foot of a certain hill. He is 
seldom wrong, thougll uprovided with the divin- , 
ing rod investigated by h e  Psychical Research 
Society. Here a well is dug, and from near the 
bottom of this a tunnel is made in the direction 
of the place where water is required. A second 
shaft is sunk to meet this tunnel, which slopes gra- 
dually downwards at a varying distance fifty to a 
hundred yards or less froin the f i s t  shaft. I n  
ttlis way is constructed an underground waterway 
comnlunicating with tile surface by a series of wells 
passing from the loot *of the hills to the plain, 
and along it is conducted fresh water that in the 
hot weather remains cool and undergoes practically 
no loss from evaporation. As c k  earth is ex- 
cavaced it is piled up round the margins of the  
- 
wells, and a lcareze can always be to/d by the line of 
crater-like openings rm%g dpwn from th; hill 
to the {lain. Such karezer are common. ro6nd " 
Questa, and hare been in use froin very ancient 
times. They are common also in Persia, &nd 
are there known under the name of icanaats. 
They form the favoizrite homes of pigeons, and 
* 
I C 
some fairly goou shooting, like trap shooting, may 
9 
be obtained by disturbing the pigeons on ahead, 
e.g., by throwing stones into r!le lcarezes. 
- 
In Shorawuk there are very few of these struc- 
tures, the water, as already stated: beisg drawn - 
from the river and from wells. These wells 
9 
-few in number-are inclined and very deep, 
150 t o  200 feet: ancl are mostly dry a t  this season. + 
The inhabitants of Shorawuk, w!kh is Afghan 
territory, are Bmetchis. The country is a iong 
-I 
alluvial plain, intersected by the branches of 
the Lora river, lying between the Sarlat range 
and Shorarud on the east, and the Registan, 
or Sandy Desert, on the west. Nusilki lies to 
the south. Tile district is remarkably fertile 
and full of game of all kinds. Shortly after 
leaving Shila Kuch a large fort was passed on 
the right. It was quadrangular with pentagon 
towers, one a t  each corner and one a t  the middle 
of each side-eight in all, ,and was built of sun- 
dried bricks and mud. It was partly in ruins- 
t,he Lora river having proved its worst enemy and 
washed a channel right t!lrough it. The inlzabi- 
tants had liked in snug little houses built up 
ag2itwt its outer walls, ancl the roofs of their houses 
' formei? a roadwzy 1;ound the inside of the walls and 
high enot$i up for tbe defenders to fire Zhrougll 
the loophgks. Each tower was hollow, and con- 
t a i n ~ d  an upper storey with an arched roof of sun- 
dried bricks placed on edge and arranged in a 
quadrilateral pattern. The lower storey was dug 
..I -l 7 7 
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@ i n to  the ground and made an undergrounu chamber 
for storing food, at~~nunition, etc. Several villages 
were passed on the march, and instead of the black- 
blanket tents in ~ ~ l ~ i c h  the nonlad tribes hitherto 
. met  witblive: these villages were large and pros- 
e perous-looking collections of permanent mud l~ouses. 
T h e  houses resemble in shape t h e  gipsy tents one - 
sees in England-oval and rounded huts-but 
instead of being of cloth and black like our gipsy 
tents,  they are made of a sort of chatai foundation 
of red tamarisk " leeped'" orer with mud. The 
effect of this is that the village cannot be easily 
distinguished on the khaki-coloured plain ; indeed 
you  often are close on n village before discovering 
it. 
Our doctor had a great time of it, going into the  
villages hunting for sick. When t k  people found 
h e  was a hakim, they crowded round his horse and 
insisted one and all on having their pulses felt ! It 
soon appeared t,hat t h y  regarded him rather in 
t h e  light of a " try-your-strength " machine, and  
t h e y  refused to budge until their strength had  
been registered. When he gravely pronounced 
them in turn either talcra 01. kahzor * they 
yelled with delight, congratulating the man -in 
t h e  first case and jeer@ at  $ i d  in the sicond. 
Whether amused or not, howver, the peqple kept  
him very busy for the nest ten days whih-he m d  
at camp Sahib Zadakili, as sick came in to'the 
* ' Strong ' or ' weal:.' 
- .I 
C * 
tune of forty or fifty a day, marcl~ing? in many 
miles to get a dose of medicbe or an operation 
performed. Their gratitude was expressed by 
stroking his coat and gently touching his chin, 
where, in their opinion, his beard-ought to be ! 
- , 
Just before reaching that camping ground n large 
- 
Y pulclcc, building was passed, the only pzcklca build- 
ing in tlie district. I t  is a tomb erected by the 
side of a large cemetery and a tree, tlie only tree for 
miles, to  the memory of some saint. Its mullah, 
3 
who is evidently a veri holy man, was brought 
into camp in state for medical treatment. There 
was some very good shooting near this camp, 
duck of all kinds, teal, grouse, pigeon, etc., being 
plentiful. Many " taloor " (lesser Indian bustard) 
were seen-as many as f i t p  in a day-but they were 
wild, and only one was obtained, which fell to 
Lieut. Webb-Ware's gun. Foxes were also plen- 
tiful, and the marks of panthers were seen. The 
climate had cllanged consklerably, and the con- 
trast between the midday temperature (70°-80°) 
and night (33') was marked, resulting in a little 
sickness. 
Meanwhile the demarcation party had marched 
24-miles to Iltaz Karez on the crest of the Sarlat 
. 
range: near which glace me Afghan party was also 
enmmped. Considereble difficulties were incount- -. 
ered in cialimiting this bit of frontier, and it was 
on]? by the expenditure of a large amount of 
tact, time (ten days), and patience that the nego- 
? ciations ended as successfully or as soon as they 
1 3 , ?  "1 1 
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. 
did. Somce idea of the labour involved may be de- 
rived from the fact-that before the thi-rty miles in 
question was settled Captain McMahon and his, 
party rode, walked, and climbed over two llundred 
- miles of country. Already, indeed, in the short 
time we have been out a llundred miles of demar- 
. cation has been accomplished. The climate on 
the Sarlat range during this period left much to  be 
desired. It was not a bad camping ground, but 
there were frequent hill storms, and bath and basin , 
0 
water was frozen solid every night. I t  was diffi- 
cult for three men-not to mention several dogs !- 
to keep warm in a Field Officer's Kabul tent (used 
for a mess) even with two stoves going. Need- 
less to say the sufferings of the troops and follow- 
ers from the cold were greater; but as is always 
the case, this intense cold, combked with lots 
of hard work, kept them all in excellent health. 
The party marched 18 miles on the 27th February 
and joined the main Camp at  Sahib Zadakili, a 
severe sandstorm raging during the whole day and 
giving us a foretaste of the whirlwinds for which 
the desert is famous. 
On the 28th February a short march of 13 miles 
over the Shorawuk plain brought ps to Siah Sang 
on the nprthern part of ?k l~k t  We shall 'brob- 
, ably leave here in a few day& and expectdto reQcli 
Chageh, on the further side of the Lo?ao Hanlun, 
early in March. 
Lieutenant Benn, from Kalat, will not be able to  
'm?et us in Nushki as we hpped, an$ i t  is now 
fi ,, 
4 
unlikely that Major " noddy"  Owen, D.S.O., will 
join the Mission as was expected when my last 
,letter was. sent off. 
B VISIT TO NUSHKI. . 
[FROJI OUR SPECIAL CORRESPONDENT.] 
My last letter was despatched on February 29th 
from Siah Sang a t  the southern end of Shorawuk. 
'. 
On March 2nd we move2 across the Lora river once 
more, a short six miles' march, to reach a camp 
with a better water-supply and to be nearer the 
demarcation work which was going on fast. Poses 
are fairly plentiful, and we have had more than one 
really good run ;-one that Bufus ran to earth was 
a particulaly h e  specimen, much bigger than his 
English brother, and in very fine condition. No 
wonder either seeing that  game is so abundant you 
can hardly move withouB putting up enormous 
flocks of imperial sand grouse, while in  the south 
of ShoraWuk the lesser Indian bustard has been 
much more plentiful than he was in the north. 
He possesses all the wiliness of his big brother, 
a$d is a t  the s a i y  time less conspicuous, so that our 
' bag Gas small. q l e  o n l j  way to shoot him is to 
- 
gr,dually cir'cle rouxd nearer and neaier him, 
hidden b e l h d  a camel : even tljat ancient practice 
is likely to  fail unless you get one or two birds alone, 
.- as ~t~llerwise there is sure to be some outlying 
bird that gives the rest; warning. 
7 ? 3 3 
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I t  was'at this camp-Papring-that the news 
reached us of the 24th Baluchistar? Regiment 
(Bo. I) being ordered to Mombassa; indeed they, 
embarked a t  Karachi the day after the news came. 
- Captain ~ a l t i r s  and the men of the 24th with us 
are of course very disappointed not to see active 
service, and they are all the more so as the later * 
F 
received 'news that the strength of the regiment 
is to be made up from another regiment takes away 
their hope of joining as soon as this bIission is 
* 
ended. Oue cannot ha;e everyt!iing, and the 
nien were very lucky and glad to come on the 
Mission. It is very natural to feel disappointed. 
Two such good things do not come hogether every 
day. 
As this camp was the nearest we should be going 
to Nushki, which lies well within hluchistan, and 
so removed from the boundary. I was imxious to 
see the place. I arranged to go with a convoy, in- 
cluding two sick, who were beiug sent back to 
India, rejoining the camp at its next halting place. 
Nushki is a district lying between Shorawuk on 
the north and Kharan on the south, having 
Cliageh on the west. The inhabitants are Braliuis 
n 
and Raksharia Baluch. The place derives ~ t s  
importance from the fa& that j t  7s on the kafilu * 
0 
route from Persia and Seistan, etc. ,' to hdia .  I t  ' 
0 
was a twenty miles march, the roadolying over 
sandhill ridges, which have apparently b l o 4  in 
. from the desert over the underlying pat. You * 
climb ridge after ridge of soft fine sand crossing 
a 0 h 0 
perfectly level pal in between-ideal camping 
grounds ifdhere were only water. I t  is a big ij 
though, and if i t  did not exist Shorawuk would be 
an ideal agricultural district, and mould doubt- 
less attract the attention of the ubiiuitcus General 
- > 
Booth, as in such a country there would be ever1 
. 
T opportunity of pacifying and ploughing at the , 
same time. Hinclu Nuslllii is the proud possessor 
of very fme tamarisk trees. The bunnialls 
seen] to have a good time of i t  and are numerous 
-9 
-forty to f l ty  shops in dl-and prosperous. 
It was quite strltnge ~sfter spending weeks anlong 
the Baretchis to see the clifl'erence between their 
sombre clad women and children and the crowds 
of gaily dressed children and scarlet suri'd wo- 
lnen nloving about in the first village we cal;ic 
to where the'nHindu bmnialls dwell. For Nush- 
ki is not one village but a collection of villages. 
In the one mentioned dwell Mussulnlan and 
Hindu peacefully to get he^, and the village is a 
collectjon of mud houses sinlilw to t,he one I 
clescribed in Shorawuk in a former letter. The 
other three villages are very different-they are 
forts, pulcka built, with little looplloled walls 
- 
and towers. The villagers are not above ha\-- 
- ing ; little-a vwy littre-fight with e+ch other 
wEen t5ey have n~ th ing  else to tl& about. 
, 
Just no* the Boundary Mission occupies t,lleir 
attention, and the heads of the different fort 
villages sank their differences and came in togetl~er 
in the mas! friendly manner to pay their respects 
3 - 
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to Captain McMahon. Very fine-looking old 
men they were, toe, and judging from. the strik- 
ingly handsome warlike appearance of their. 
numerous sons i t  will be a long time before they 
prefer talkingoto doing. A large trade is carried 
on in Nushki by the bunnimhs, who act as middle- 
men, buying from t.he Kafilas (caravans) coming - 
n from Kharan, Mekran, and Seistan, knd for- 
warding the goods on to India. Ghhi, wool, dates, 
and dried fruits generally form the principal por- , 
tion of this trade, but dhkrris called " tuppers " 
are also brought in from Kharan and Seistan and 
some are tasteful in design and colourhg, though 
the majority seen were badly blended mixtures of 
purple and pink and other hideous combinations. 
I: rejoined the camp a t  Chandan Band-24 miles 
off-the next day, March 5th. T%is place is so 
called because one Cha.ndan Khan built a band 
there and damned up the rain water, thereby pro- 
ducing a series of fine0lakes which contain water 
all the year round, and which have converted what 
was almost desert into most fertile country. As 
the lakes have tortuous and deep narrow creeks 
running off them, however, it makes a mattermof 
moving 200 yards as the crow flies into one of a - 
two or three miles' detou?. . 
.I 
We have come across trams of tlie Afghan De- 
limitation commission of 1884 which bbmped a t  
this place. The duck and geese were simply 
swarming in the lakes, and as I rode into camp a 
perfect bombardment seemed to be ioing on in 
e 0 * 8 
every direction, and t.l~e birds were ha%ing but a 
I 
poor time,of it. Our 1arder.gained weight. 011 
Lhe 6th we marched 24 miles to a place called 
Ziarat Syed Molimild Zml ,  fairly in tlie desert at 
last and our water troubles begibing. Tt is a , 
most flourshing ziarat, and the reason points that 
0 
0 should any caravan refuse to contribute to the 
shrine, some of its camels are sure to die promptiy. 
There were but few camel skeletons lying about 
all the same. Perhaps few travellers have tlie 
0 
temerity to refuse the 'Mullah's demands. There 
were a few wells which were soon emptied by the 
two camps (British and Afghanj, but as tlie wells 
redled in about six liours no serious difficulties 
occurred. On the 7th we marched 18 miles through 
desert to Kani, mostly over sandhills, but to- 
wards the end of the manh crossing a branch of 
the Lora Hamun. Hamun means a lake, but 
here i t  consists of a dried salt marsh about four 
miles across, the experience of crossing i t  being 
very like that met with in Scinde and some parts 
of the Punjab, viz., a snow-white plain caused by 
the efflorescence, witli a blazing sun overhead. 
The camp a t  Kani lay near some low black-looking 
h%ls of trap rock called Zardkoh and possessed 
thre8 wells ab'out.20 t e a  deep witli three or four 
feet of watef in them. Onc contained a i d y  good 
water, one was nearly empty, and one literally 
st8nk of sulphuretted hydrogen, and its water was 
-, quite yellow. When the inhabitants, to whom the . 
wells belong, go away with their flocks grazing, 
7 0 e 
. 0 B 
they fill ~$1 the well with brushwood ; and thus 
the stagnant water decomposes. A took us 
soue hours cleaning the well out to get the. 
water fit to drink, a d  Lieutenant Walters rigged 
up the i \ j~ r to~?s  tube wells to  help out the water- 
supply, striking water a t  about 3G fect. the same 
depth as in the wells of course. The contrast 
between our armngements 411d those made by tile 
1SS4 Mission, and the fact tha t  they were marcll- 
ing rapidly through the desert to  get to their deli- 
 nita at ion work wlleseas w c k e  demarcating through 
the desert, are interesting. They had wells and 
tanka dug before starting, a t  intarvals all across 
the clesert at. great expense, in addition to mhicli 
the Afgllaus sent caravans of water-carrying 
camels to meet them. Owing to  the esigelicies or" 
tlemoruation work i t  is impossible qo reckon with 
nxy certtvitlty on our taking any particular route, 
~ ~ n d  i t  is therefore impossible to make elaborate 
;wr-angenlents of that kind beforehand for increas- 
ing the water-supply a t  places on ahead. We have 
to lmke the most of what we find. We carry 
with us a very large number of pc~khnls and mus- 
.su.clis for carrying water when necessary, and have 
also two Norton tube wells. E p n  with t d s e  
precaut,ions i t  will probably soon be nec&sary 
C for our party to split up inG, two. '~herwatef  to 
be found in the neiglibourhood of the l'if8on ahead 
t being only sufficient to supply a very limited 
number cf men, and then only a t  very distant 
intervals. Owing, moreover, to  the requirements 
h c 
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of boudary clen~arcat,ion we cannot aln%ys follow -I 
routes whish, from the exishnce of water along 
,them, are used by those who travel in these parts. 
Even by those routes, as may be seen from the 
I~ardsllips experienced by Sir C. fiacgegor arid , 
Captain Lockwood in l8S7 (the latter officer dying, 
- 
.+ apparently, as the result of them), crossing this 
desert is not an easy matter. Again, one can- 
not depend too much on the information given 
by those few officers tvho have visited t l is  desert. 
r) 
The conditions vary sz greatly from season to 
season and year to year. 
NO two years are alike in rainfall climate, no 
two travellers' accounts agree exactly, and wllat 
is true therefore one year may prove very different 
another. This year has been a bad one all over 
h$ia, and up&ere, too, for rain, and so our cliffi- 
culties are likely to be more serious than usual. 
They would have been graver still but for the rain 
which fell while we were in the hills, and which, 
if not enough to supply us with drinking water, 
was a t  any rate sufficient to assure us of fodder 
over a good part of the route. We halted a t  
I < a i  one day, and on the 9th marched 15 miles 
a?ross t,he main portion of the Hamun to Gaze- 
* clialf The ri:ers.in thR tl~irsty country do not 
" behave like ol-dinary rivers. They are ndt allowed 
to, the laad is too thirsty altogether. Instead of 
rdning  down to  a sea-coast and emptying them- 
- selves into the sea, as well-behaved rivers should, 
they are attracted and suckeddry by sandy deserts. 
n 0 @ 
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0 Thus t , l d  Lora river along wllich we iuarched 
so long, ends, after ploughing or,x its way 
through the plains of Sllorawuk and Nushki, inc 
n u n ~ r o u s  stxeains ~vllich are a t  once lost 
* 
in the sand 'except when the river is ill flood. 
It is the area thus flooded occasionally which is 
known as the Hamun, and this Lora I-Iamun is 
about 25 miles long by six broad. Just now it 
is one vast flat p ldn  of alluvial soil (pat) with 
not a blade of green stuff on it  anywhere and 
c. 
allnost as level as a bilLard table. Strange t o  
say there had been a shower of rain in the night, 
and instead of its usual white salt efflorescent 
qqearance, i t  presented a uniform dreb colour, 
and the absetlce of clouds of sand and dust made 
crossing i t  much pleasanter than usual. 
While the camp nlarched straigllk to Gazech+ll, 
15 miles, we made a detour of about 25 rides 
south, reconnoitring, and were rewarded, in one 
way a t  all events, by Aaving a grand three-mile 
gallop after sonle chinkara. They were too fast 
for our dogs, however, and we had to give it  up. 
We also killed a fox, one of the Registan variety, 
after a short run. These and a few lizards were 
the only living t,llings we saw. By the way, cat& 
ing lizards is no mean spmt, an$ f& hard edercise * 
beats bu'lterflg cat.ching. At Gazecll'dl wfi ha& to  " 
dig for water and use tube wells also.~.The first 
water obtained was awful stuff, just like t,lYick 
black slimy bilge water and stinking quite as bad. 
Sir Charles Macgregor has: I-ealistically described 
# 2 C 
. C 
the drinking water of the " ~ o d - i - ~ i G e h , "  the 
Hamun of &he Helmund river which we shall see 
,quite enough of shortly, and his account is so 
applicable to what we are already enjoying, that 
I give it you here. In  nis " ~ a n d k r i n g s  in Belu- 
. - 
chistan" he says : " And such water it was. 
- 
- Ugh ! The remembrance of i t  will stick to me 
, 
till I die. There are certain things I never forget; 
one is a particular powder an aunt used to give 
me a t  Portobello, when a child, and I am sure 
0 
anotller will be this mgter. It might have some 
recommendatjon to people who are suffering, for 
I am sure i t  would cure as many things as Hunya- 
di Janos is said to be good for, and I am sure con- 
stipation, singing in the head, indigestion, heart- 
burn, etc., would not have a chance against it. 
Aq enterprisinE chemist who introduced ' Zirrell' 
water with a recommendation from some en+ 
nent physician, would soon realise ample returns, 
and the villa and one-horse.chaise would no longer 
be castles in the air for his imagination. If any- 
one should wish to save themselves the trouble 
of going to Zirreh to fetch it, I think I could gives 
recipe which would taste sometlling like it. Take, 
th&, the first nasty-looking water you can find, 
mix s l l t  with it tilLyou m8ke i t  taste as nasty as it 
0 
looks, then infpregnatt it with gas from a London 
street lamp, and add a little bilge water ; shake 
vig&ously and it is ready for use. N.B.-The test 
of its being sufficiently nauseous is that after drink- 
ing you cannot even speak for s second or two." 
0 0 0 @ 8 
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If any Sf your readers think they would like to 
sample such nectar;I have no doubt we can cnmy 
a little back wit11 us ; indeed, it. will be advisable, 
to do so if only to prove t l ~ a t  we are not all like 
Pagett, M.P. ' Bad as such stuff is, it is very 
precious, and when treated with alum and fil- 
tered seams to be harmless ; it is scarce, however, m 
and its scarcity may lead to both our camps being 
split up and only a small party of each going with 
Captain McRlahon and the Afghan Comn~ission 
C 
to Iio?l-i-Malik Siah, the he in  camps making for 
the Helnlund river. The solution of the. difficulty 
or any other route possible for our party, what- 
ever i t  is, will be the subject of my next letter. 
HOW HUNGER WORKS. 
[FROI\I OUR SPECIAL CORRESPONDENT.] 
After leaving Gazechah on March I.lth we 
marched to Lijji Talao, 15 miles, almost due 
south along the western limit of the Lora Hamun. 
Lijji Talao is a delightful spot on a stony plain 
which slopes up to the Chageh hills about f&r 
miles awzy to the northsest.  ,From these tills a 
0 
stream of good water runs down ac;oss the phin * 
between artificial banks and ends in a%mall tank 
or talao by the side of which we encamped. 'TO 
. find such abundance of good water was a great 
treat after our late experiences though naturally 
C 
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0 
s shock to one's notions of what a dekrt  should 
be. On t&e march midges were troublesome, 
and settling on horse and rider drew blood freely ; 
giving us a foretaste of the midge and insect 
plagues of Seist'an, where they arc said to be so , 
bad that the horses have t,o be stabled in under- 
- 
ground dark chanibers, and when taken out for 
. 
use their bellies have to 'be wrapped up wjt,l~ 
blanket. This is one of the reasons why we sl~all 
probably have t>o leave our horses behind and 
" ride camels. 
We halted two days at Lijji Tdao to enable 
Captsin McMahon to visit the Shibim Pass and 
to demarcate across the hills. The Shibian Pass 
is bet,ween 3,000 and 4,000 feet, and in the middle 
of scenery wild and desolate in the extreme. The 
ce9tral valley df these hills has not been esplored 
before, and Captain McMahon is of opinion that. 
i t  probably represents an old volcanic crater-a 
not unlikely thing, judging from the configura- 
tion of the country and the nature of the rocks 
around. The valley measures about 10 by 12 
miltns, surrounded by a fringe of granite peaks 
about 7,300 feet. It is not unlike Babaghar 
behind Fort Sandeman. On the road up to the 
pass I cave wasaPaped wMch is said by t,he natives 
to have been formerlpinhabited by a hug% dragon. 
which w w  slain after st great fight by the saint 
who'se shrine is close by. At this camp it became 
. evident that Sir Naoroz Khan's men (about 200) 
were running short of supplies, which was want of 
0 a @ 4 " 
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rnanaged2nt, as Iiharan was not so rery far 
away, and signs were not wanting that the Afghans 
were in a similar predicament. This, however ,. 
was not their fault. The supplies, which were to 
- have bee9 sedt from the Helmund to meet then) 
at Chageh, had not arrived. One of the Afghan 
escort asked one of ours how i t  was we always had - 
lots of supplies, they had not, and the people 
would not sell to them. " Oh ! " said our sepoy, 
with an air of superiority, " we're all right, Biuk- 
(2 
munn (McMahon) Sahib always makes a very 
pukka bundabast . we can go on for months." 
The knowledge that this is so has a, good effect in 
accelerating demarcation, and introduces an ele- 
ment of sweet reasonableness into the delibera- 
tions. Hunger is a really potent factor in t,llis 
world. Owing to the presence of zlenty of water 
here game was abundant, and the specimens collect- 
ed numerous. This led to an amusing c o n t ~ e -  
temps. The " pachyderm " as the taxidermist is 
called with a levity not a t  all suited to his appear- 
ance or importance-is in the habit of sending 
game birds that have been shot, over to the mess 
kitchen after removing their skins. Whetsher tlie 
length of b e b a n d  leg of some st,ilts sent Gm 
confused him or not wc don't- know, but St the ' 
next m e 3  a nauseous dish cmtainingstilts, hawks, - 
- 
owls, teal, shovellers, etc., was served, and tlie 
pachyderm ran a nearer share of being slain Lnd 
added to the dish than he ever had before. The 
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a hawk or any bird minus its head, tdl ,  wings, 
legs, and skin ! . 
On the 14th we marched 28 miles to Duganan, 
going round by Chageh to see the place. Though 
i t  is the headquarters of a large district gt present 
0 
held by the Afghans-but to become part of 
Baluchistan as now demarcated-it is merely a 
small mud fort, which, when we reached it, we * 
found. to be held in great force ! Three men 
showed their noses and about six inches of their 
rifles over the wall of the one tower the fort possess- 
es, end were not overwilling to answer questions. 
There is a fine tope of large tamarisk trees close 
to the fort, which reminded one of an English 
orchard. From thence the road led over a slop- 
ing, very stony plain, upon which we had a short 
ax$ fruitless bunt after a h e  buck gazelle up 
into the Chageh hills to Duganan, where we camped 
on an elevated basin (3,500 ft.) surrounded by 
jagged black hills on growd showing signs of old 
cultivation, but now covered by long dry grass. 
At night this same grass got on f i e ,  and but for 
the wind being light this Mission wouid have 
come to an untimely end. As i t  was, the whole 
&tort turned out and only succeeded in stamping 
i t  o@t when if had rewhed within a couple of 
ywds 00 thesLore goiown, where all supplies were 
lyjng. 1Yg sooner had this fire been got. under . 
thiZn another blazed up on the other side of the 
s camp-started by the camel-men's cooking fires . 
this time, and this was put out also with some 
0 0 a 
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difficulty.* Strange to say the camels didn't seem 
to mind, and stooci staring at  i t  hlazipg witllin a 
few feet of their noses without moving. The orderr 
then had to be given for aU fires within the camp 
to be pu t  oup, and with extra sentries the night 
passed without any further alarms occurring. If 
the tents had been burnt-and they make splen- 
did if short-lived bonfires-as well as the supplies, 
we should have had to ignominiously retrace our 
steps. 
On the 15th we marched 20 miles to Gargarok, "". 
or rather to a camping ground two miles beyond 
it, in the bed of the Mazari stream. The scenery 
was wild and bea,utiful in its ugliness. Ragged 
topped, precipitous, black mountains towering a 
thousand feet a.bove us most of the way, never a 
living thing except a ritven to be wen anywhe1;e. 
On the IGth we crossed the Mazari Kot'al, 4,300 
feet, and t,lleri nlarcl~ed dong a stony plakeau 
14 miles to Barabchah, 4,500 feet. No rain l~ad 
fallen there for two years or more ; there were 
some brackish springs-so by way of celebrating 
the arrival of the Mission a tllunderstorm came 
on shortly after we reached camp and rain poured 
down. It was lucky this did not happen while t e  
were at  the preceding cw,mp Gar&ok, as being " 
C in the nzfrrow bed of the strgam, a gorge-in f a t ,  " 
* the only camping ground with water, &he camp 
would have been washed away to a certainty,'as 
the igneous rocky crags surrounding i t  could not n 
absorb water, and the gorge sides and bottom 
C L 
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showed what torrents must at  times fillit. These 4 
said crags~ssunied fantastic ahapes in places. In  
one the rocks stood piled on one a.notlier, and out- 
'lined a figure wliich was a cross between a Sphynx 
and a Buddha. In another there was .a pedestal 
0 like a cairn built by man, and on i t  was an erect 
- square stone pillar ten feet high, the whole looking - 
exactly like one of the landmarks the people of 
the tountry are accustonled to build to mark 
either the road or the water-supply. The storm 
" a t  Barabchah was severe one, and several tents 
were blown down, while the camels were much 
delayed on the road and the baggage suffered some- 
what. Tliunderstorn~s occurred at  4-30 and again 
a t  10 P.M., and about an inch of rain fell. This 
was most satisfactory, and as the storm was ap- 
parently not entirely local, i t  should simplify our 
c&ssing the worst part of the desert considerably 
by increasing the amount of water available. The 
three days' halt a t  Baraichah was most welcome 
after the long marches of the preceding weeks. 
On the 17th the Eed festival was celebrated, and 
civilities were exchanged between the British and 
Afghan Commissioners in the shape of trays of 
sweets, fruit, scent, etc. 
Oa the 18th.our longgxpected sports came off, 
aqd were m& s&essful. A piece of gwund near 
. 
the canlp.liad been cieared, a half-mile race-course 
marked out, s shamiana erected on a rising bit 
of ground as a grandstand, and an excellent pro- 
* 
granme provided. ~ l l e  vent,s were il mile flat 
. 
9 
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race ; tenbpegging, in wllich the Ressddar of the 
Sindii Horse and a Pisliin Levy Sower diatinguisl~ed 
tlieinselves greatly, the pegs having to be placed 
edgeways and then the riders standing up in thee 
L 
saddle, inmordm to decide tlle winner, who proved 
to be the Ressaldar ; camel race : pony race : 
wrestling on foot and on mulcs, wllicll was very , 
* amusing. The form of wrestling known as ' ' ski ' ' 
was good, too. I t  resembles our game oi hop 
and push somewhat. It is essentjally the game 
of the camel-men who come from the Gliilzai and 
BIaroof country. Two men face each other, hold- 
ing up one foot by the great toe behind the back 
with tlle opposite hand, and then hop round each 
other, closing when they see their chance, and . 
each trying to throw tlie other. The tlirow is 
not complete until tlle man throw& leaves go of 
his toe, and the winner must retain hold *of 
his own toe after the tlirow. The Chupatti race 
elicited roars of lauglitlr. The men had to rum 
100 yards. light a fire,-prepare a chupatti, cook 
it ,  eat it, and then run another 100 yards. As 
there is always a, good deal of humbug in the race. 
such as bagging each other's firewood, spiiling 
the flour, etc., one wily kahar cooked his &a, 
some distance away f r r p  tlie r&, thinlriag to  
score thgreby, but he was stid vainly t:ying,to 
r light his fire when tlle race Gas won, an$& turned 
out that the rest had brought rags soaked* in 
kerosine oil, which explained how quickly they 
C C 
got their sticks into a blaze. Of course the 
THE KOH MALIK- DO-KHAN D. -1.3 
chupatties were bolted raw really, but'the 1-a 1 lar 
created S O ~ U C I ~  amusement by his frantic efforts 
Co produce a blaze and took the laugh so good- 
8 
naturedly that Captain McMalion gave liini a spe- 
cial prize. The sports wound up bVit11 ,z Iiuttaclc 
dance round an enornlous bonfire, and everyone, 
- in liigh good llulnour declared that no sports coulcl 
have been better, and passed a vote of tlianlis to  
Capt%in Walters and Lieutenant Webb-Ware for 
getting then1 up. The British Conm~issioner very 
kindly gave the prizes. An interestring and cl~arac- 
teristic feature was when the sun set. The Afghan 
Colnrnissioner and his whole party then left the 
shamiana and said their evening prayers kneeling 
in  three rows a few yards away, returning when 
they had finished. 
On the 19th auothttr halt-not; masted as boundary 
pillars were being built and marked. We marched 
on the 20th part over hilly country, thelast few miles 
over sand hillocks, comirg gradually nearer and 
nearer the remarksble Koh Malikdo-Khsnd, which 
we have seec for the last 50. miles a t  intervals ; 
a double-peaked lofty hill, seen sometimes red, 
sometimes grey according to the light, but always 
tevering head and shoulders above all other hills. 
As vbe spProa&ed camp a thunderstornl accom- 
pa,nied by hail a c z  rajn burst over i t ,  and the Koh 
became bidden behind thr: advancing wall of sand 
wldch preceded the storm. Our camp was on 
a 
the left high bank of the .Robat stream, which 
contained a small amount of water meandering 
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throug11 a-bed of green grass looking like bog, on 
which were not a fgw Bralnniny duck,-and snipe. 
The uext day (22ncl) I visited the Koh Malik-do- 
Klmnd about six miles away to our north. I t  is' 
- 
a curious ,shaped hill, as its name implies ; the 
double-toothed hill is its literal translation, and 
C if you imagine that tlle tooth is inverted you have , 
a very good idea of its appearance. One of the 
peaks, the easterly one, is pointed, the wyterly 
one being flatter, blunter, and lower ; but tile 
most striking feature of i t  is its inaccessibility. 
The sides are as steep as tile walls of a house, and 
drop from the summit 7,322 feet-almost sheer 
down to the plain, 2,500 feet below, there being 
no damn or foot slope to speak of. The hill is 
composed of granite mostly red, but some grey, 
and tlle rock is either perfectly srnwth or cut into 
vertical fissures. I t  is said to be unscaleable, afid 
none of the five or six Europeans who have pre- 
viously visited this p a ~ t  of the world have been 
able to climb it. One sf our party got up about 
a thousand feet and then had to climb down- 
literally. Still i t  nlust be possible-with ropes 
or ladders perhaps-as there is said to be a ziarat 
on the top, and we could see a heap of stonesmn 
the top of the blunter p ~ k ,  which~ooked like one. * 
Even so* another ziarut has been k i l t  near ,411e ,- 
: foot for the benefit of tl~ose-the ma;ority, 1 
a'. 
imagine-who dare not face the perils of &he 
climb. No signs of animal life were to be seen 
on it,, though the nearest hills contain ibex and 
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markhor, and on a huge boulder a t  the f8ot I found 4 
several cngde but perfectly recognisable sketches 
of ibex scratched on the stone. On the plain a t  
the northern aspect are several outcrops of red 
and white marble, and some three miles further 
0 
north is a hill, the top of which is covered with a 
- similar layer-about four feet thick--pf marble. 
I t  is of fine quality, and the Amir is said to send 
for it&o Kabul and Kandahar, for adorning public 
buildings, e k .  It is beautiful marble certainly, 
@ and i t  is curious that aone of it, is to be seen on 
the Koh itself. At the northern foot is a bubbling 
hot spring said to possess medicinal properties. 
It is nasty enough. Robat is the place where 
final ?reparations had to be made to cross the 
worst part of the desert. The difficulties to be 
encountered we so great that C'aptain McMahon 
has decided to divide up t,he camp and only take 
with him a very limited number of men and ani- 
mals, the Afghan Sirdar, doing the same. The 
latter's camp is better off now as some su$plies 
were awaiting them here sent, down from the 
Helmund. The main camp will remain at  Robat 
while we march on to Koh-i-Malik Siah ; after 
cmpleting the demarcation, we shall rejoin at. 
* Rob& or ther8bouts and march back to India as 
rapidly -as psibTe, es the season is ge4ting late 
to be caaping out in this clesolate country. My 
ne$t letter will probably be sent off from Koh-i- 
Malik Siah, which is about, ten or twelve marches 
. 
from here. 
-I 0 - 
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TRAVELLING *UNDER DIFFICULTIES. 
C 0 As already mentioned in my last letter Captain 
- JIcMahon decided on only taking a small party , 
on with him across the remaining portion of the 
desert from Robat to Koh Malik-i-Siali. This 
8 
was in consequence of some of the marches having 
to be made without any water but that carried * 
with us, and of tlle heavy going for the camels, 
both factors making it next door to impossible to 
travel with a large camp. The same reasons led 
to  Sirdar Cmar Mohammed Khan reducing his 
escort to 16-sending the rest off to the Helmund. 
Our party on leaving Robat on t!le,PGth of March 
consisted of Captain bTcfilahon, Dr. Maynarfd, 
311.. Tate, with 20 sepoys of the 24th Bnluchistari 
Regiment, a survey p3rt y and ot hem, brirlging 
our strength, including 6ir Naomz Khan's people, 
guides, camelmen, etc., up to 150 Inen with 
about 200 camels. Captain Walters and Lieut- 
enant Webb-Ware who were to remain with the 
main camp, and would spend their time not m- 
profitably in reconnoitrllg, accofipanied u~ on 
the first marc11 out to Soru abodt 22.ndes, bripg- 0 
- ing with then1 a party of th: 24th to builh pdlars 
e* 
on their way back to Robat. We have certainly 
had the most extraordinary luck as regards wea- 
- 
ther ; coming in a season of drought we expected 
a 4 
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great heat and every kind of misery. 3. can't say 4 
that we h&ve entirely escaped them, but up till 
the date of leaving Robat we had 11a.d very good 
.* 
weabher and an occasional storm with rain had 
most unexpectedly given us a co~npara!jively cool 
climate to travel in. After two days' sandstorms 
i t  was a great relief to see great clouds rolling up * 
towards evening, and a real good thunderstorm 
with ain came on about. 8 P.M., helping to increase S 
and improve the water, brackish in the stream 
alongside of which were encamped. Next 
morning we said good-bye to those returning to 
Robat and marched-all mounted on camels-to 
Darband, 30 miles. The f i s t  seven miles led us 
along the dry stony bed of the Jelajil river. Leav- 
ing that, the remaining 23 miles were across sand- 
hills alternatiw with gravel plains, the sandhills 
predominating and rendering the marching very 
heavy and impossible to any animals but camels. 
Luckily owing to the raihof the previous evening 
the track of those who had gone before was easy . 
to  follow, and little sand was blowing; still even 
so the wind and sand caused the tracks in places 
to soon become obliterated, and i t  made one real- 
ish the difficulties attending marching in the desert 
unde'r ordinary conditims. The 1884 Mission 
used a plough toomaik the track from Nushki to 
the Hel~gpnd. The people of the country-who ' 
mest exist in small numbers, though we never 
see them-use broken buslxs to mark the routes 
across the sandhills and heaps of stones on the 
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gravel pl?ains. The sandhills are mostly round 
topped, and have sir height varying from 10 to 200 
feet. The majority are steep on their northeast, 
slopes, more slanting to the south-west, froin 
0 
which dir6ctio'n t,he prevailing winds blow. Here 
and there are bushes of tnrpiz affording good camel 
0 grazing. Anyone who has travelled from Liver- 
pool to Southport along the coast railway will 
have a. good idea of their appearance on gsmall 
scale, as the sandhills round about Crosby and 
n 
Formby on the north si& of the mouth of the 
Mersey are not unlike them. The gravel plains 
-called dasht-between the sandhills, are quite 
a feature of the country. .They vary in size from 
a few square yards to hundreds of square miles, but 
are all more or less level and flat. They are pre- 
sumably the original country appmrjng here a r d  
there where sand has not overspread it. This is 
borne out by sections visible on the banks of the 
Jelajil river already referred to, where gravel is 
overlaid by sand. Of 'course, the sand is con- 
stantly advancing and tending to cover up the 
dashts. The rate a t  which this occurs is not linown, 
nor in this desolate k d  deserted country is it of 
much importance, but in fertile Shorawuk i t  rls, 
and there the inhabitasts say t8e Registzn or ' 
r Desert arivances over their-plam aD the-average 
* rate of a yard a year. 
DIGGING FOR WATER. 
- 
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all filled up except one, in which the %ater was 
like sherry in colour-quite a, pleasing variation 
from the peasoup and gas liquor hitherto met with. 
 he latter we were presently favoured wit,ll on 
clearing out two other wells ; after-balipg but the 
- 
wellfull i t  is marvellous, however, what decent 
.- water you get after a time, bad though i t  may be 
at first. As our baggage camels were a long time 
conling in, one well was dug out with the help 
w 
of a soup-plate and a mess degchi, and at anot,her 
9 i t  was a treat to see Sir Naoroz Khan, K.C.I.E., 
digging hard wjt,ll his fingers, while his servant 
heaved out the sand with a horse's nose bag. I 
have certainly never seen such willingness, even 
eagerness? to work evinced by everyone as is shown 
when it is a question of digging for your water or 
going without, Some of the wells are cut down 
tl?rough rock, bnt some are through sand and are 
made with wooden logs a t  the sides-from which 
fact the place derives its n a p e  Dgr, wood, and bund, 
closed. It is not a village, of course, there are 
no villages or inhabitants ; i t  is simply a flat 
spot in the sand a t  a comparatively low level 
wllere water has been struck-and water is more 
pmcious than pearls in this country--and where 
- the aomads Ming t,heirJlocks to water in their 
w+nderinga.. ~ h &  have a habit of fining up a 
0 
well with sand and sticks on leaving the place, 
*. 
which is very &nnoying. I t  is said to be done to 
, 
prevent anyone settling down, as if such a thing 
r 
were likely ! 
L 
As the fieczr waq gettinggreater, i~nd as with such 
long heavy marches the camels were rot  getting 
enough grazing. we began night-marching on leav- , 
ing Darband. The solar radiation thermometer 
- registered. l Y i e  the day we were there. So on 
the 28th we halted duriilg the day and mar~hed 
C 
at 5-30 F.M. We had to carry water with us as ) 
there was none for the next fifty miles, and we 
carried about 50 camel loads of the precious &quid 
in pakhals and mussucks which had been soaked 
111, and carried partly full'of water for weeks past 
io keep them fit for the purpose. 
Although i t  was full moon the night was cloudy 
a t  starting, and so fires were lit on elevated bits 
of ground by the advance guard and guide to 
show the paths. About 10 P.M., however, the 
clouds cleared up, and in the bri lhnt  moonligJt 
110 more fires were necessary. The desert resem- 
bles India in this respect, that i t  looks most beauti- 
ful you only paray see it. Sunlight reveals 
its ugliness. ~ o o n l i ~ l i t  and starlight throw a 
glamour over the blemishes, and one can but 
d m i r e  it--even as a desert. The track led over 
a rising sandy plain towards the Koh-i-Sultan 
range of mountains and then skirted along ab8ut 
0 
two miles from their-northegn foot untyl we * 
reached STildek, 25 miles, apd halted these abaut 
2-30 A.M. ,  the camp arriving about 430, -ti1 which 
time we bivouacked and enjoyed a good slgep. 
Why the place should have a name Heaven only 
knows-there was absolutely nothing to mark i t  
- * 
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from the rest of the desert. On the waywe passed 
the Afghaq Camp which had enlardled during the 
day. All were sound asleep, and no one challenged us. 
-0 
The Koh-i-Sultan hills are striking in appezr- 
mce. They are extremely irregular ~JI outline, 
desolate and black looking except where sand has 
-, blotvn up the hill sides as i t  has in many places, 
though not to such a height as we saw it near 
Gaze%hah, where it reached and hid the hill for 
quite a thousand feet above the plain. 
" In one place there isman almost vertical rounded 
column of rock or monolith fluted on its sides &nd 
300 feet high. I n  some aspects, it looks like a 
lighthouse (in the moonlight) and in others like 
the leaning tower of Pisa. It is a natural forma- 
tion. Further on near the western end of the 
rtnge where we encamped, there is an enormous 
piece of rock sticking up from tlle hill-line, shaped 
like the dome over the safety valve of a steam 
engine, and just alongside it is a deep wedge- 
&aped depression in the nil1 line ; in fact, i t  looks 
just as if some one had cut a slice out of the hill, 
dumped i t  down alongside, and just rounded the 
top. The rock is known as Koh-i-Kansuri, and 
Gicgregor likened i t  to a Sphynx. 
AEhough tce Koh-i-Ealtan range looks so un- 
- inniting, i t  *is v l s i td  annually about %arch by 
Kakars w d  Babars who come down from Kanda- 
ha; with Kafilas to  collect assafcetida, sulphur 
and dyes which are found in the hills. They carry 
water-melons with them to take the place of water. 
- * 0 . 
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*IN XACGREGOR'S FOOTSTEPS. 
X o t l ~ n g  liappentng during the d q  we left 
Nildak a t  8 P.X. on the 29th: after all the bag*, 
gage, reaching Aniir Chah a t  2-30 next morning? 
- t.lie baggage [ot getting in until S A.M. The first ' 
fifteen miles took us over an  undulating stony 
0 
plain, and the fires every tnile 0:. two were most * 
useful as i t  was cloudy. Then we had six ndes  
over sandhills to which anything we had yd, seen 
was mere child's play. They were not sandhills 
in the ordinary sense of :he word, ic., not com- 
posed mainly of sand, but it was really mountnin- 
ous country covered more or less deeply with sand. 
Our path led t,hrough long and deep valleys partly 
filled with soft fine sand blown into steep ridges. 
They were flanked by volcanic hills, some of which 
were completely buried in sand,*and therefwe 
were roundtopped, while others still showed their 
ragged black peaks above the flood of sand whicli 
will assuredly overwheh them in time. On first 
entering the sandhills b e  came across numerous 
pieces of pumice stone in the hollows. Useful as 
such an  article would be in Baluchistan-most 
Ralucliis need scraping badly-I fear it must be 
e 
at a discount, judging from t l~e~unscraped and . 
unwashed condition of tnem all, As we have had 
* 
L 
to do wi?h a scrape lately a d  go mi&s the wa%, 
we gladly availed ourselves of the negle&ed supply 
of pumice stone to help us in the process. After 
laboriously climbin; up and crossing a kotal 
covered with deep sand, we descended, and the 
, 
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last n~ile along the stony bed of a 8 ry  stream 
brought ys into Amir Chah-4he only place with 
,* 
any water for 50 or 60 miles on either side of it. 
The difficulties of the march may be judged from 
the fact that on riding camels (red flxers some of 
- 
them, but having to suit their pace to that of the 
9 rest and of the guide) the first fifteen miles took - 
22 hours, while the last seven (six over sand) 
occqpied 32 hours, and we had to dismount and 
flounder along ourselves part of the way. Need- 
0 less to say the baggae camels, though only carry- 
ing half loads, were done up, and we halted a day 
to rest them and replenish our stock of water 
before proceeding to Unalaf-two marches to the 
next water. Amir Chah (Amir's well) is a small 
spot where the hills have not yet been quite swal- 
lowed up bymtlie sand, and where there is an old 
well, on top of which the Afghans were carefully 
sitting, having arrived the previous afternoon ; 
this did not matter, hoxever, as there were three 
other wells dug by somebf our men, sent on ahead 
for the purpose by Captain McMahon, a week 
ago. The hills all round afe black and forbidding 
looking, and not far off to the east is the crater 
\3f an extinct volcano. Amir Chah is the place 
wh2re in 1877 Sir Charks Macgregor and Captain 
0 * Lockyood,* who arg the only Europmdn officers 
who hqge ever been here, buried most of their kit 
iri the sand, and started off with some supplies 
,. (chupatties and dates, Iobelieve, they lived on) 
and a few skins of water i,o try and reach Fhah 
. 
e 
Godar or: the western end of the &ud-i-Zirreil. 
They succeeded ifi their attempt d t e r  Ilearly 
perishing for want of water and added consider-, 
ably to our knowledge of those i n h ~ s p i t , ~ b l ~  re- 
- gions. Our brospect of following filacgregor's 
0 
example ancl living 02 chuPt,ties seemed likely 
to become a reaIity as owing i.9 a muddle eit,l1er* 
in Quetta or on the road out, expected replenish- 
ments of mess stores had n ~ t  arrived. 71;'e ieft, 
Robat on short commons, the sheep tha t  were to 
have started with us be& alsc left behind there ' 
by some mistake. At Smir C'hal! w e  conside~ecl 
ourselves lucky to obtain an old buck goat, and 
gladly ate its nauseous abominably fiavourecl fles!: 
as i t  was probably the last fresh meet there was 
imy cliance of our getting until returning to Rdml 
ill two or three weeks' time. J&t '  beforo rewii- 
ing Amir C l d l  we passed a K..$la carryin; cldates 
from Jalk to the Helmund. They were quito 
astonished a t  our paymg them for dates as they 
' said the Afghans had ?educed their loads t,o about 
hdf  without giving them anything in return. 
On the 31st we i d t e d  as already stated, iud 
(;aptail1 MciWahonbrode out or rather climbecl cat 
-to build a pillar 15 miles north oLtlle plmc azross 
sandy nlountains. Onohis reurn in the &rel;illg 
C 
we ma&hed 28 miles to Zeil across illore sencKdls 
0 
and dasht. This 'gave Captain McMabm 18 hours, 
C 
and newly 60 miles on a camel wit11 a couple J 
hours' rest only ftR. dinner. No water st Zei:, 
and next night we nlarclled 40 miles t'o 2 ) 1 ~ ~ ; 1 1 2 ~  
C 
0 - C 
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lioll, where we found a plain of pal Surrouncled 
by sandllills on three sides and black ruggecl 
, mountains on the south, while tThere was a larye 
pool of muddy saline rain water, most acceptable 
to the camels who had not drunl? for.aearly tlle - 




04" could write a volume on the vagaries of 
guides nnywliere, but the guide of this country is 
facile prilzceps for do$Vnrigllt irritating stupiditj-. 
When you have done 20 miles out of what may 
tun1 out eventually to be a 30-mile march, you 
ask liim how far the place is. Quite near, he says 
(he always says that). How near ? Over the nest 
sandhill. Is i t  further on or further back ! Oh, 
puch furthemon (that's if he likes the spot .where 
he's being questioned). Is there water there ! 
There's lots of sand. Is the sand in between 
extensive ! There may .be no water there. How 
many hours' march further is it ? Perhaps teil 
hours. All his answers are given in that unplen- 
sant voice aliiernating betGeen a senile treble and 
feeble base which many Baluchis affect', and 
Ghich gives you the idea-a quite correct one- 
th& he doesE7tmcare &ether i t  is 10 or 50 miles 
- fwther t h b  he tlinks. To the sa& question 
asked five times at intervals he'll answer " yes " 
t&ce and " no " three times. 
From Drana Koh we ldarched 26 uliles on the 
eve~ling of the 2nd of April to the head of 3 stream 
0 0 . 
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in the kaclla Koh, t h e e  miles north-west of 
Nualsf, the place where the Afghan Skdar's guide 
took him 19- mistake. I t  was a long march, angP 
several things delayed us. Just outside camp, 
- where m tried to leave the Survey Officer (who 
was to follow on next day) in a state of " jumps," 
0 
os a viper had been killed during the day in the next- 
tent, m d  we had given him a choice collection 
of stories just to cheer him up, we heard + loud 
h~ssing under a bush, and dismounting from our 
6' 
camels we killed a beahtiful horned viper (the 
fourdl \vithin a few days) 25h" long. Then it 
was a, very dark night, and shortly after starting 
some of the party lost the track, and we had to 
halt and light fires, etc., to get them on. The 
most effectual means of doing this next to the 
fires is, perhaps, the Baluch halco. I t  is re9lly 
very like the Australian " cooey," beginning with 
a low tone, rising slowly with a crescendo and 
ellding in a shrill yelb -4 third delay arose from 
finding camel-men asieep and having to waken 
them. 1.c is a common event for a camel-man to 
fall asleep just off h e  track, his camels going on 
their weary way alone or grazing as suits them 
best. S o  wonder either when you think of'tlie 
l i d  and excellent work these,n;en do, m&cbing 
on footrall night, 10 to 12A1ours, a11d taking &heir " 
C 
ca~nels many miles out of camp all &ty grazing, 
they may well be tired. f 
The last four ai l& touk us up from the gravel 
plain ahng the wi:lding bed of hill torrent, :ill 
F m 
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0 
near its upper end we came across a deposit of 
alluvial so3  and a spring of water, called Saindak, 
,sand encamped there. The soil was coated with 
white efflorescence, and the water was saline, but 
there was some green camel gyazIng, .and after a 
stones and sand for so many days i t  seemed an 
- 
' abode of bliss, and that in spite of its tempera- 
ture, suggesting Hades rather than Elysium. 
Duri* the lieat of the day, while nearly evayone 
was asleep after the ilight's marc!l, a wild ass ran 
3 
through the camp fluring the previous day's 
rnarch the Afghan camp had a curious experience. 
As they rnarched dong the open plain not far 
from the foot of the hills certainly, they heard 
a roar and found themselves quickly surrounded 
by rushing water which nearly washed them away. 
TJlere had be& a thunderstorm in the afternoon 
in the hills, which was the cause. In the after- 
noon we climbed a high peal; near the camp and 
about 2,000 feet above it? and had a most splen- 
did view as a reward fo; our perilous climb, foro 
such it was up the precipitcy shaly sides of the 
difficult hill. To the north was desert with the 
immense dry salt Hamun known as the Gaud-i- 
~ & e h  stretcling white and desolate 100 rides 
fromaeast to w e s t p d  40 Biles from north to south. 
Ofi its furthgr side tho high banks of theeHelmund 
river w m  plainly visible. To the east we saw ' 
the desect we had just crossed, and to the west 
more black rocky ranges d e  were still to cross ; 
while to the south and south-west lay Persia, as 
t L 
0 0 
black, d& and uninteresting from that standpoint ' 
as anything we ha'd seen. Uninteresking except' 
for the view we got of the Koh-i-Tuftan, an a ~ t i v + ~ ,  
volcano 12,680 feet high, which lay to our south- 
west,. I t i s  a aouble-peaked hill, and stands well 
above everything else on the horizon ; smoke was 
0 issuing from i t  a t  the time. At this camp we heard * 
that the Perso-Baluch Boundary Mission under 
Colonel Holdich had stopped at  Jalk, q td  r e  
turned from there to India by a convenient and 
well-watered route throuih Kharam and Kalat. 
We were much disappointed as we had been look- 
ing folward to meeting at  the end of our respec- 
tive boundaries and sharing the simkin we have 
been treasuring up for the occasion. We .shall 
now have to drink to the memory of the Perso- 
Baluch Mission instead, and build5 the last pillar 
by ourselves. 
Numerous wild asses were seen near Saindali, 
and I got up a t  3-30 A.M. to try and shoot one, 
but was disgusted to fhd,  after sitting over the 
water for some time, that some survey camels 
' had passed along ;he nullah just before my 
arrival, on their way to the detached survey 
camp. These must have frighteped the a&es 
away as several were &en making for the 'basht 
early th&t morning. * .  ., e F a% 
r 
The wat,er at Sa idak  looked all right and only 
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of rnagnesia and acted well up to the &putation 
that salt sg deservedly has. We left Saindak on 
the afternoon of the 5th of April, ascending the 
,.? dry bed of a stream, crossing the Kotal and des- 
cending along the gravel daman of the llills 21 
miles to Kartakar. Just after starting an inci- 
, dent happened that confirmed the solar radiation - 
tllerrnometer, which showed 203'. The wretched 
instrupent is only graduated to 200' and can only 
rise to 205', so it must burst before long. The 
0 incident would hardly I& believed were i t  not that 
your special correspondent is like George Washing- 
ton and cannot tell a lie. A strong smell of burn- 
ing was noticed, and then Captain McMullor17+: 
coat burst into flames on the side nearest the sun. 
We shouted, and he tore it off and threw i t  on the 
gr-ound-just B time, too, as a greater part of 
the left side was burnt right through and t,lw 
, waistcoat and riding breeches were dso  burnt. 
Now he was not smoking, and the matches he 
had were in the right-handbocket in the shade, the 
only thing on the left being a small bottle for 
collecting specimens and. a ietter. The language 
in the letter was not inflammatory, and we con 
only think that the bottle focussed the sun's rays 
and set him & $ r e .  Ptrhaps X rays may be 
nesessaBy to-explain ib, and i t  may be 8 hjt,herto 
0 
undiscovmed quality. Any way fire and sun seem 
to -be the great enemies of the Mission. I told 
you of how our camp was r%arly burned down a t  
Duganan, and now again fire nearly did for our 
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Commissi~ner. At Kartakar the Afghans received 
some more ,supplieq from the Helmuncl, and the 
Sirdar very kindly sent us over some sheep, besides 
a deer, which his men had shot. It was the f is t% 
(r. 
fresh meai (excepting the horrible buck goat) which 
we had seen for eight days, and was most welcome 
* after nothing but an occasional slice of melting , 
bath chap varied by a sardine. Indeed, to vary the 
mono$ony we had composed the following menu 
(r for a feast on arrival at our destination, a menu 
composed of the very beet obtainable : Consom- fi 
me Tortoise au terre it la Cliageh. Reg Machli, 
sauce 8. la beetle d'eau, echis carinata avec pain 
roti, Desert raveu roti avec petits pois de Tama- 
risk. Fricasee de lizard. Compote de mouches ; 
glace it la Registan. Dessert-date stones, pista- 
cio galls. We reckon that a bill of pare calculated 
to make the mouths of the most fastidious wat&. 
A fight of locusts passed over the camp in the 
evening just before staFtinq: We must add some 
'of them to the mene Leaving Kartakar the 
guides again played the fool, and led us over an 
unnecessary high kStal with difficult going for 
camels, to Kacha, a small halting place by a 
stream of good water. From there we shmld 
have gone on direct to &he Koh Nalik-i-Sia& but 
to satisfy the Sirdar who %she; to me wbere the " 
" boundary passed with reference to Go&r-i-Shah, 
the place from which I write, we came roundr by 
i t  instead of going dbect, and then coming back 
by it. We left Kacha at 3 P.M. on 8th April with 
C C 
C C C .  
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the Afghans and descended the darn&& of the 
1 1-"'a, halting in the  plain about 9 P.X. 
$or dinner. A sandstorm was raging to our westjt, 
and the air became so full of sand that the guides 
- 
lost their way, and we had to hait and birouac - 
until 5 A.M. Rain fell during most of the night. 
.) 
1 Hal€ an hour after ve had started, again a, terrific 
(no other word describes it) sandstorm came on 
just p we entered the sandhills. A wall of sand 
advanced across the plain, and with a, rush and a 
roar was upon us ; in less than a minute we were 
battling with it ; eyes, nose, ears were choked 
with sand. A perfect hurricane blew. against 
which the camels could barely make any headway, 
and one could not see more than two camel's 
lengths in any direction. The guides lost their 
qay naturally: and when the storm stopped, as i t  
did in three-quarters of an hour, were completely 
at sea as to their whereabouts. Steering by 
compass, however, we hmmmered away across 
the deep sand for 13 d e s I  encountered a second 
- 
more moderate sandstorm, but with rain and hail 
about 8 A.M., and finally sighted the old ruins 
which mark this place, getting into camp about 
10 A.M. 
'k LOST IN TVE DESERT. 
* 
.I 
*..4fte~ 31 biles of about the worst md~ching we 
* 
have h d y e t ,  baggage camels straggled in all day  
m; some were nearly lost altogether. The Sur- 
* vey Officer had marched ,W hours before us, and 
though he had had better weather, his difficulties 
a 
6 
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had dsoobeen great, and three of his men were 
reported missing when he reached higcamp five 
miles farther on than ours. Two of them were b 
picked up by some of our camel-men after 48 
hours' wwdering about the desert, and were in 
the last stage of exhaustion. They had given i t  
, 
up, and sat down to die, worn out by hunger and r 
thirst, when found. It turned out that they and 
the third man who was still missing had laikdown 
on the march to have a sleep. When they awoke 
no one was in sight. They wandered about hour k. 
after hour, and &ally gave i t  up. The third man, 
a camel-man, 20 years of age, refused to give up, 
set off by himself, and they didn't see him again. 
They apparently never saw the big fires which 
Captain McMahon had had lighted in various 
directions to attract them, nor did m y  of the h$ 
dozefi search parties sent out come across them. 
They were only accidentally found, nearly dead, 
by some camel-men outograzing and brought in by 
"them. The third manewrts just about given up 
when he reached camp on the evening of the fourth 
day, having had noding to eat all that time. He 
had come across tracks and gone back to Kacha. 
Obtaining a fresh supply of water there he set lbff 
again, and this time managed t: h:t off the Rght 
way andeome in thoroughlkdone u p  On arrival 
he ate nine big chupatties and drank nea& a small 
mwsuck full of water, being. none the worse ?or 
it. Mr. Tate's guide #as so done up on the march 
that he could hardly speak and had to be brought 
1 a 
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in on a camel. He began with the sympfoms said 
to afflict ~ c h  sufferers in t h e  desert, said he saw 
*a 
camel tracks, and swore there was plenty of water 
near,which he could see plainly. Other men swore 
the same, and all wanted to go off to it, Luckily 
the Survey Offker had ascertained from him which 
- stars he was steering by and did guide himself, * 
insisting on all the men keeping together and dis- 
regar&ng the illusory water and towns, etc.0 One 
can imagine no more horrible death than that 
from being lost in thls desert country, and the 
coming in of these three wretches reminded one 
of Sir Edwin Arnold's lines :-- 
" for there had ridden in 
Across the burning yellow desert flats 
An aged man haggard with two days' dro~~th. 
The water skin swung from his saddle fork 
Wrinkled anddry; the dust clove to his lids 
"And clogged his beard; his parched tongue and -bhck 
lips 
Moved to sty, "Give me drink," yetuttered nought," 
etc. 
Godar-i-Shah is the f& point t.o which Sir* 
Charles Macgregor and Captain Lockwood reached. 
They are the only Europ*eans who have ever 
been here and none have ever been beyond. 
It. is a few miles west of the Gaud-i-Zirreh. 
We end that t f iezamun i s  not empty and dry, as 
" 
wa thought,*but stillpontains water, the remains 
of the wrflow from the Helmund when it last ' 
ca&e down in flood in 1884. Its water is in- 
* tensely salt. Godax-i-ShahTs a place of note in . 
ancient history. I t  wm known-not under that 
.I 
. 
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name of 6ours.e-to the ancient Greeks and to  the  
Arabs, and Alexander visited it. I t  gonsists of 
three distinct places all close together, Gumbaz-i- 
Shah, Godar-i-Shah, and Kalt+i-Mrtkhsud. In a;, 
two of th,em there are ancient ruins-some like 
1C 
old forts, and some more like temples, while some 
- are evidently tombs. We picked up some curious 
and pretty bits of pottery in one of them. In one 
there ,is a celebrated Ziarat, and on i t  wer: n o t  
only horns of different kinds, but fossils such as 
we saw a t  Saindak, pottery, fl&ningoes9 wings, * 
and stones curiously shaped like large pestles. 
The water is in a large lake, in the bed of t h e  
Shelag river, which runs through this par t  of 
Seistan northwards to the Seistan lake or Harnun, 
into which the Helmund river empties itself. It 
is salter than brine, and the watw in w e b  dug 
near i t  is also saltish. TO b'e in camp here, therre- 
fore, as we are at  an altitude of 1,200 feet only, 
with the maximum s h d e  temperature 1 0 5 O ,  and  
'with salt water to drilik, and flies and creeping 
things innumerable to eat, is a truly delightful s t a t e  
of affairs. We have'to put up with i t ,  however, 
until the question of boundary here is decided, 
when we go on to the Koh Malik-i-Siah now'in 
sight, and only about 34 miles off: and finis% de- 
C 
marca.tio~. * C * 
C We are in a state of anxiety about q f f ~  of the  
native surveyors and his party who left us 'six 
days ago to do some %&eying and rejoin us  t h e  
ngxt day or in two days at  latest. No news of 
C 
* C m F 
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tallern of any kind has since been received, nor can 
the search arties sent out find them. P 
My next letter will, I hope, tell you how we 
9' finished the work of the Mission and commenced 
our return to India ; and I sincerely kppe to be 
a 
able to say the missing survey party has returned 
, safely. 0 
" THE LAST PILLAR. ' ' 
[,TROW OUR SPECIAL CORRESPONUENT.] 
My last letter was finished at  Godar-i-Shah on 
April 12th, where the boundary was still being 
discussed. I .think I said that the water there 
was salter than brine. As an instance of this I 
may mention that on bathing in it one's whole 
body burnt as if it had. been a mustard bath, 
one's lips smarted, and &e could not open one'h 
eyes for several minutes after the bath for tlio 
severe pain. Moreover one's hair stuck out in 
fantastic spikes, and after two baths one's towels, 
wile11 dry, might have been rough starched, they 
were so stiff ,*and they .crackled when bent, nor 
- were they .of a- further use except Lo act like 
. 
nutmeg grabers. P&nice stone became a super- 
Haous l?xury. If you don't believe these simple 
statements of facts, take wme sea water, concen- 
trate it by boilil~g until a.~ thick as syrup, 
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and then &ry bathing in it. You will have the 
benefit of the real podar-Shah brine, without 
F 
the discomfort attendant on a journey to that 
never-to-be-forgotten health resort. We left the '* 
place, reluctantly, of course, but hiding our feel- 
. ings tolerably well, on the 13th, and started on 
our last outward bound march a t  4 P.M. Just , 
before leaving, the missing surveyor and his party 
turned up, d ter  being lost seven days. Their 
guide ];ad deserted them, and they had wadered 
about day after day looking for us, covering al- a 
together something like a hundred miles in their 
wanderings. They had only two days' rations 
with them, and so were soon hard up for food, 
though of water luckily they found enough. They 
ate one of their camels and lived on that and any 
roots they could find. Though d p e  up, only 
one man became really ill, from dysentery, anh 
r they may think themselves lucky to have escaped 
a horrible death. It w y  a 32mile march from 
Godar-i-Shah to Robat mt the foot of the Koh-i- 
Xalik Siah. Robat of course was the name of the 
place where we left &e main camp, so we will 
call this Robat 11. Robat means a serai or forti- 
fied post, in this country generally the fcrmar. 
At the time of the Mobmedan R'Evival R&ats 
were built* fortified posts and hgld ag~ains: thoae. ,- 
e of other religions. A residlnce of -four_or five 
years in one of these seats of danger was a su?e 
passport to Heaven. 
The first few miles of the march were along the 
C 
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dry  sandy and in places dangerously hggp (our 
Commissioner's camel sank ipto sucll a place up 
* t o  its girths, and we again ran a chance of losing 
"a him) bed of the Shelap river, then across srndhills, 
and as soon as we emerged from t-hese on to a 
gravel plain we halted for dinner. &er dinner * 
I one of the Sirdar's retainers came over and played . 
to  us on the Robab and sang. It is a five 
wire stringed instrument not unlike the yando- 
line,%nd the player uses a piece of hard wood to 
8 produce the notes. I$ is tuned more in accord- 
ance with our idem of tone intervals than is any 
Indian instrument I know, and indeed the Afghan 
music altogether is more western in its composi- 
tion and therefore more pleasing to our ears than 
Indian music. Their bugle or rather tmipe t  c d s  
are di~tinctly~musical nd harmollious, and this 
@tist's singing, barring his shrill nasd intonation, 
was good. He is considered quite the best player 
and singer in Afghanistan, and is said to perform 
every piece of music kn<wn. He certainly b e %  
everything we wanted, and (still unlike the hda 
singer) did not wish to giva us more than two or 
t h e e  hours of it, though for that period he re- 
qgred no pressing. Two of us I fear slept through 
so- of it, b\rt still, unike most musicians d l 0  
M.. really y e a ~ b n a b l e  in this respect, be  seemed 
$0 tak; thab as coGplimentary to the sootlli1:g - 
e&cts o?liis love-songs. It was. Being an artist 
he, of course, is not bound by o r d i n a ~  mortal's 
? 
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as of ssthttes. His pale blue khula, set rakishly 
on one side of his head and his lavend? clothes, 
the belt covered with silver buttons and carrying 
bn 
weapons of a l l  descriptions, harmonised well with 
the fiery lfve songs he poured forth one after 
L 
another (without stopping). The scene, as we 
- sat, or lay round a huge camp fire under the , 
stars, was pi.cturesque, and one to be remem- 
bered. , 
We resumed the march after this resteand 
reached Robat I1 after crossing an extensive h 
gravel plain, rising gradually up to the foot 
of the hill which, in the shape of a semi- 
circle, form the southern and western bound- 
aries of Seistan. Robat I1 is a small spot 
on a river containing a small stream of clear 
water which issues from between. the Larkoh 
and the Malik Siah range. On it,s banks ar'e 
P flat deposits of soil upon wl~icli we found a 
small patch of wheat groping, and of coarse there 
is the inevitable Ziarat. l The Koh-i-Malik Siah is 
disappointing, and we have a distinct grievance 
against it. Our feeliflgs have varied towards it. 
Starting full of wonder as to its appearance, etc., 
we grew to respect it as we found out the diffi- 
culties of the journey. The stories we heard of 
it made admire it. Prom co~sta&ly Lieari~g 
and talking of i t  a11 affectionofor i t  gr'ew u in our 
cl' breasts. When we found it never seemed to @t  
any nearer we began tr, dislike it. Five clays a t  
Godar-i-Shah .made us loathe it, a,nd now we f i d  
1 
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t it llot only unworthy of all our wondei, respect, 
h i r a t i o 9 ,  affection, and dislike which we have 
lavished on it (with sundry language, good and 1 **bad), but an absolute fraud in every way. It is 
i not a respectable mountain (Koh) but a hill ; i t  is 0 not black as its name implies, but red rather ; , and it is not even in the place that has been as- c, signed to it, but has moved itself away from that site, absolutely without permission frqm the 
9 Government of India. Without permission from 
# three Governments owe might say, as i t  is the 
place Where Three Empires Meet (with apologies 
to R f i .  Knight), or to be more correct, where two 
kingdoms, Persia and Afghanistan, and our 
empire - the British-meet. 
I However, we had to make the best of i t  and 
ascend it, frayd or not. On the 15t11, therefore, 
Ge set. off to explore the country, and had a hard 
day of it doing forty miles and climbing 3,000 feet 
before we got back at night. First we visited the 
Ziarat of Malik Siah whkh is in the dry bed of a, 
stream, on the western side of the range of hills 
known by the same name, and on the main caravan 
route from Seistan, Meshed, etc., and to Jalk and 
aYvadur the most excellent road we have yet seen. 
TlleZiarat istleld in g r ~ t  repute, and is neat and 
aell tended by Bassitg devout M a s s u l ~ n s  ; there 
is no ;$side'nt attendant. The tomb, within a 0 
dBuble enclosure, is covered with pieces of white 
dabaster, and measures about 20 x 5 feet. There 
are many decorations but few horns, and a t  one 
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side, judgng from the numerous marks of blood 
and the putrid smelh sacrifices must be &equently 
. made. Another feature of the Ziarat is a hollow 
stone at  the head of the tomb containing muddy 
water, int? which the pious Mohamedans with 
- 
us dipped their fingers and then touched their 
- foreheads. The actual Koh-i-Malik Siah is quite o 
a small hill, fairly dark coloured, but with much 
red c lw about its base, a t  one side of the Zprat. 
We next ascended to tlie highest point of the 
range of the same name about 5,000 feet, and * 
from there obt.ained a fine view of the surround- 
ing country. To our south and rear was the Lar 
Koh rising considerably higher ; to our west and 
south-west were the desolate mountains of Eastern 
Persia, to  t.he east stretched tlie Desert, with the 
Gaud-i-Zimeh glistening in the sun* while to the 
0 
north was, what interested us most, the country 
of Seistan spread out before us, and a part of it 
hitherto unexplored by. any Europeans. It is 
Hat, with here and t h e e  rt low hill, and though 
sandy in places, i t  is said to have a rich clayey 
soil with abundance oT pasturage, and to be well 
wooded with tamarisk. The history of the prov- 
ince is intimately connected with that of Porsid. 
The name Seistan is said by ~erryer ,  a Fr8nch 
officer in the Persian army, qho :isited pagt of it 
in 1845, to be derived from the word Say&,is, the 
name of a wood growing abundantly the're 
much used in Persia fm burning, i.e., Saghistan, 
the place of the Saghis. This, by corruption 
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has become Seistan. By better authohties it is 
regarded @s the Sakestane cr the country of the 
* 
Sakae, of the Greeks. The original inhabitants . 
were known as Zarangae or Drangae by the Greeks ; 
whether they were Afghan or Baluch is ~ o t  known, 
and a trace of this exists in the name of the Gaud-i- 
* Zirreh or Zurreh, being a contraction of Zerenj, * 
which represents the Zaranji of the Greeks. 
Strai htaway to our north we could see the flat- B 
topped low field named Koh Khwaja, the hill of 
the Eunuch. Round %bout it,, between it and the 
Palang Koh, on the west, is the country which is 
liable to inundations from the Helmund, and which, 
when Ferrier visited it ,  was a large lake known 
as the ~ e s h i l a ~ e i s t a n .  The Koh Khwaja looks 
like an enormous artificial earthwork or rampart 
in the middle-of the plain, and is apparently the 
1 
remains of the island in the Seistan Lake. The 
Editor of Ferrier's work mentions a tradition of 
ancient MSS. said to be, possessed by Ghebers, 
who resided there, bus Connolly carefully ex: 
amined the island and found nothing. Seistan is 
one vast collection of ruing, and doubltess con- 
tains much valuable material to the archsolo- 
@?it and historian. A t  Furrah, where the Afghan 
~om%~issioner?esides aromany large baked bricks, 
* 
three feet qquare bx four inches thick Perrier 
also m%tio;s seeing them, and says they bore 
cu'heiform inscriptions. I t  appears that the only 
other place where bricks o? such a size have been 
found is in the kitchen of Sardanapalus at Calah 
- * 
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or ~ imrobd.  I t  would be most int,eresting to 
translate the inscrip%ions upon them. ,. 
On our way back we came across three black ,, 
tents which had arrived and encamped near us. 
Their inllabitants were the first we had seen since 
leaving Sahib-Zada Kili, some five hundred miles 
back, if you except the mullah a t  Zaru. Next, * 
day, the 16th April, everybody in both camps 
turnecI out t,o go and build the last pillar. pfter 
the Survey Officer had alnused himself for some 
hours fixing angles, and mgde himself hoar~e call- -t 
ing out degrees, minutes, and seconds, the stone 
bearing the inscription B.A.B. CLXXXVI was 
cemented in position, and the biggest pillar any 
of us have seen was soon built on it by every 
single man willingly helping. Then came the in- 
evitable photograph, and we returnsd to camp i,n 
high good humour to think that the last pillar 
was erect,ed, and that the actual demarcation, 
as far as the actual gdng over the ground and 
e 
settling differences was :oncerned, was at  an end. 
The event was duly %elebrsted in British fashion, 
and thanks to the inhabitants and their flocks 
arriving, we were able to dine off sometliing better 
than the appetising menu I sent pou in rn5 lzst 
letter as the one we sh&dd probably be reduced 
I 
to. The Fillar, when whitemshed, b,e^ came a d r y  
conspicuous object, and no one in Persia,ckfgl?a$s- 
tan or Baluchistan can in future complain that the 
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[I~ROM OUR SPECIAL CORRESPONDENT.] 
*r, 
Two interesting things about Rob& I1 are, -. 
first, that on the Lar Koh near are the remains . 
of a fire temple, high up on the mountain side ; 
and, secondly, the remains of copper smelting 
furdkces, close by the camp, for such tl;ey are 
6 said by the guides an4 others to be, and such t,hey 
have every appearance of having been. From s 
distance the ground, over an area of about half a 
mile long and 100 yards broad, is seen to be jet 
black in colour and to have some black ruins on it. 
Examining i t  you find the ground sandy, with 
efflorescence &ere and there, and covered wit11 
4labs and pieces of black slag, many of them 
showing green patches of verdigris upon them. 
The blocks have been used in building a fort ap- 
I 
parently, and the ruined walls of a loopholed en. 
i closure, about 30 yards square, still remain. To 
one side of i t  are several small oblong enclosures 
that look as if they might have been furnaces. 
I & one can remember any smelting there, and i t  was probaibly carried on centuries ago. The 
* $eighb?urigg hiTls are full of precious getals, and 
pure metallit copper. was found near the camp in 
.. 
small quantities. 
From the 17th to the J9th survey operations 
were carried on, and on the 20th fresh supplies 
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having code in from Seistan and Sarhadd we coin- 
~nenced our ~e turn  .march, leaving R o k t  I1 a t  
4 P.M. The Afghans also started back march- 
ing by the Kelnlund to Robat where we expect @* 
to meet them 011 May 5. Instead of returning 
. tjo ~odar-i-kllah-hhe memory of our stay there 
. still haunts 11s like r t  nightmare !-we skirted , 
along the foot of the Lar Iioh ancl Kacha &Il 
on the $urnan, to Lashkri, 21. miles. As rivers- 
r 
all dry now of course-issue from the hills ,zt 
frequent intervals, the .whole du,rnc~m is cut u p  bv )r 
shallow nullails ancl resembles a .gridiron more 
than anything. Crossing it. is most irritating ancl 
fatiguing, besides being very slow work. Lashkri 
is sit,uated at the head of a fine goqe:and has a 
small spring of saline w&ter. The gorge leading 
up to i t  from the plain is deep and very tortuous, 
so much so that in one place we wound along t w d  
complete horsesl~oes within less tlmn 300 yards. 
We left the plase on tllz afternoon of the 2 Lst, 
meaning to try and reach*Kar.tarksr, but the grid- 
iron-like da.mnn was even worse than before, and 
a thunderstorm coming on the guides lost their 
way, and we had 60 bivouac for the night. The 
storm was unaccompanied by rain, but was s u e  
ceeded by a hot stifling a i n d  blowt~g up mtich 
sand, andoeveryone suffered sev%ely, fro? the. " 
heat and thirst. Next morning inste&d 0:-reach- 
ing ~ar ta r lcar  we had to go up n gorge to Kachit, 
where there was good water, the place from which 
we made our. wret,ched lnsrch to Godar-i-Shah. 
0 I 
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I TIle besage camels &O got lost duri$ the night 
and ha4 to halt in the Desert, coming on to 
KiLcila nest morning, but not getting in  until mid- 
* 
day. Holvever, we started again at 9 P.M., and 
reached I<artarkar on the 23rd and Saindak on 
tile 24t.11. Here we halted a day to give the camels 
. 
reat before ~~litrciiing to  Anlir Chah, a, distance 
of GS uiiles without any water. When coming 
ne did t!iis ih tliree inarches its we wbre b c k y  in 
*. finillthg a muddy puddle of water a t  Drailan Koli, 
f but this had now dried up, and we had to nuke  
it two ti~arc ties. We marched, therefore, carry- 
ing water with, us and reached Amir Clzah on the 
I 
I 47th. 
i The things that strike you tnost itbout the 
Desert are its dreary solitude, its want of animal 
life, ;~nd  itsintense silence. Mile after mile and 
I *  hour after hour you travel without seeing a living 
1 thing or tieariog a single sound, except the shuf- 
fling of the camels' feet and occasional conversa- 
tion between their rider!?. The silence can dn~o'kt 
be, felt. There are none of those soundsoof insect 
life sucli as you hear in & cultivated country to  
relieve it, a+ if one were alone ir, i t ,  i t  would be 
nost,. oppressive, almost maddening. To see a 
lo& carava~? winding i&s way slowly and silently 
0 
~long.suck a desert,by nioonlight is aapicturesque 
and w r c l  *sight one will not soon f6rget. The 
s?mdhills I described in a previous letter. Many 
. of them are crescent shaped with t h e  convex side 
towards the wind, and the horns tailing off in 
. 
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the direcGon the prevailing wind travels I 
Amir Chah this is usually from the nortlbor nort,l,- 
west. The slope up the convex side is steep and 
L the sands soft ; that on the concave side is nlore 
gradual a$ is interrupted by  tl, sort of st,ep fen- 
. 
feet from the summit, the inclination of which is 
steeper than the rest of the slope. The sand on , 
this side is also harder and gives a £irmer footllold. 
The peculiar shape of these sandhills is presumably 
due to their being gradually built up round 
obstacle which the blown mnd  has encountered, 
such as a bush. 
One interesting feature of our return march Jvas 
the knowledge the camels showed that we were 
returning. Instead of having to be. drivel1 as 
they were going when westwards, and instead of 
breaking back as some of them sametimes did, 
they travelled quicker and most willingly once the; 
heads were turned towards India. They seemed, 
in fact, rather to push thgir sarwans along i n  front 
bf them than to have t b  be encouraged. to travel. 
Several things show that the camel does possess 
a little of the wisdoh shown in his face. The 
same thing was noticed.during the former portion 
of this hllission when i t  marched up the Gomal riaer 
then turned ofl' up Kundarg The MigSion 
had two dots of camels with i? which p u a l l y  
returned every year from wintering i s  the Derajat 
a- 
to their silmmer grazing, round about Ghazhi, 
one lot going the w l d e  way by the Gomal and 
, 
via Kataway, the other going the way the Mission 
0 0 ' 
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went v m  the Kundar. and Tirwah. *The latter 
camels @re no trouble ss *they were hvell ing 
by their usual route? but t1:e other8 wers diEcnlt 
to drive, and were cont~inunlly breaking back and 
trying to bolt up the Goranl ,udr* Kataway ; this., 
too, when the Mission wax 2 ~ s  far ac sixty miles 
m fip the icunda;. fr(j111 the place milere the two 
routes diverge, and for as long (3 monthsj as t he  
Mission ~-eruained there. IGlludai Dad alqo, one 
a 
of our camel contractors, relates how three of his 
camels once got away a t  Delhi a1tc1 found their 
way alone as fnr as Dere lsmail Klian. Talking 
of camels s fall from one is not to be laughed i1.t. 
1 may mention that one night one of the. riding 
camels st?unbied (they always hxnble  with 
their hind feet.) and threw one ol our servants over 
his head. 'I;lle wretched nwn nearly broke his 
.cheek bone slid damaged his chest so severely 
that he was very ill and spittilig blood for several 
days afterwards. 
011 arrival a t  Anlir Cha!~ we received a poet--- 
many posts rat1ie1~-as we had had no news of the 
outside world for 33 days? V;e !~.altei! one clhy 
there to rest the camels before t!le nest fifty niles 
i t h o u t  water-supply was faced, and enjoyed 'It 
fe&ing ou !&ters rmcl yewspapers as ally thoae 
v&o $ave ,bee$ so starved can. LeGiilg Amir 
Chaii on the'evenin~of the 28th we left the camp 
-0 
tc? go through the Desert to Darband, the next 
place with water 65 tnilem, while we made a de- 
tour through the Boh-i-Sultan mountains. I 
a 
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mentioned*these hills in a former letter as present- 
ing a striking appearance when sesl: goin the 
Desert, and on entering them we found even more 
4 
to  wonder at. They are conlposed mainly of con- 
glomerate,. and as the result of rain, etc., they 
. 
have been split up and torn into a variety of fan- 
tastic shapes. The softer portions of the hills - 
have been washed away leaving the more rocky 
parts %ticking up in every shape and form-indeed, 
- travelling through them in the moonlight one's 
fancy could not help seeing* a succession of Cleo- * 
patra's needles and cathedral spires, most realistic 
in appearance. We passed near the Koh-i-Kan- 
suri which I described before and which turned out 
to be really conlposed of two hills, aria gradually 
came nearer to the Neza-i-Sultan-the wonder of 
the range. The name means Sultrtp's spear, and 
the resemblance to a spear is evident. Seen fro13 
1 far off i t  looked like a smdl pinnacle ; near to 
where we bivouacked, i t  looked much more im- 
posing, but i t  was not until we climbed up the 
steep slope a t  its foot the next day that we real- 
ised its enormous size and wondrous shape. It 
is a slightly flattened enormous pillar of conglo- 
merate, a t4110usand feet from base to apex, aad  
three hundred feet in diameter at its base, taper- 
ing to about sixty, probablx, at% apex, whigh * 
is blunt and split up into several small points. I t s  
a- 
summit must therefore be about 6,100 feet. r t s  
sides are perpendicu1a.r and from afar seem fitted 
with birds' nest holes. No birds dwell i n  the 
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country, however, and the pits turn hut on in- 
spection,to be large cavitieo left by the washing 
out of masses of rock. The pillar is not quite 
vertical, but its top leans a little to the south- 
Its sides are fluted or rather fissured, and at  its 
base to one side is a low ridge crowned with minute 
peaks and ending about 40 yards away in a rather . 
higher double peaked tower. This gives a churcli- 
like, appearance at  a distance. I t  is a s;triking 
object standing there, in solitary state " keeping 
watch and ward o v a  the wreck of time." I t  is 
said that Nadir Shah paid this pillar an especial 
visit when marching through the country. There 
are numerps other smaller pillars and some al- 
most as imposing. One close to i t  strongly resem. 
bles the towers of Antwerp cathedral. The Koh- 
i-Sultan are %lso famous for their sulphur, dyes, 
assafcetida, and robbers. Owing to the drought of 
the last two years the assafcetida has not come ' 
on much yet, and no signs were seen of the Kakars 
and Babars who come d o b l  from Kandahar usualfy 
at  this time of year to collect it .  We had a false 
alarm about robbers, howtever. Winding up the 
Kotal voices were heard on the other side.  the 
Gaib-of Chageh, a fine old man, who derives his 
knlowledge & {his couPtry through having made 
Bhree. highly successful raids into PBsia during 
his exwtfi l  life, drew us all together and dis- 
Gounted, asking what arms we had. These 
amounted to one sporting rifle among the lot. It 
turned out, however, that the voices belonged to 
some of ou? people whom we had sent on by another 
route, so our solitary weapon was not.requirec1. 
The next day we rejoined the camp at l>arl)anrl, 
.r 
and as we emerged from the hills got our iast view; 
of the Gau.d-i-Zirreli, and sighted'the Ko11 A3ali.k- 
. 
do-Khand behind Robat: and a  noa at w e l c ~ r ~ ~ e  
sight i t  was too. - 
Prom Darband me reached .Robat in two ~~~avohes 
and rejoined the main camp there on May k t .  
We marched out on March 26, and so have teen 
absent 37 days, covering newly 600 miles, mostly 
desert, on our camels, and right well have they 
carried us, though not without suffering seve~.ely. 
We come back with 25 per cent. fewer than we 
started with owing to sickness, etc., an3 this, too, 
in  spite of tlie fact that no camel carried a load 
of more than two mannds, i . e . ,  1 ~ s  than half 
loads. Had they carried more, tlie chances arc 
P they would not have got back a t  all. 
Captain Walters and. Lieutenant Webb-Ware 
m d  many of the camp rode out some niiles to meet 
us and gave us s warm welcome back. Not, 
having received any tfews of us for a long time 
they had become very anxious as to our fate, and 
the letter we sent on from Amir Chah came as& 
relief. Our horses had been sent offu to nleeteus, 
but though we had often 1 0 ~ ~ e d ' f o r  &lien! ass ' 
change from the eternal bobbing up and down of 
0' 
camels,, the change wasn't as much appreciated 
by us as we expected. It was like si.tting on a 
plwk edgeways after a camel's back, and as the 
. 
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animals were full of beans after nearlya six weeks 
rest we 4ad a rather unholyqide in. 
While we have been away the officers here have 
I 
explored most of the country round and have 
collected much valuable information. regarding 
routes, etc. They came in contact with inhabi- - 
, .m tants, and have done much good in spreading * 
information as regards the boundary line. They 
also had some fair shooting, ibex, etc. 
. $e expect the Afghan Commissioner and party 
from the Helmund on the 5th May, and as soon as 
, the maps and agreements are completed we start 
on our return march to Quetta. 
CONCLUSION AND RETROSPECT. 
9 [BR$I OUR ~ W N  CORRESPONDENT.] 
My last letter was sen& off from Robat I where 
we rejoined the main Amp on our return from 
the Koh-i-Malik Siah on May 1st. The Afghans 
reached Robat via the Hermund on May 5th, up 
to time. The next few days were very busy ones. 
' f ie  C%mmnissioner's Office was working night and 
a day? drawing up the qreements, and Mr. Tate 
.' 
m d  the Ekrvey OQce were hard s t  work every 
day f rqp   A.M. until one and two in the morn- 
i& preparing maps. However, at  last they were 
finiahed, and the final agfiements and maps were 
signed by the British and Afghan Commissioners 
-, - - 
on May lgth. On the 14t11, after a farewell l)ul- 
bar, the two c a m p  separated. Sir+r Unlal. 
hfahommed Khan, who possesses all the better ,, 
qualities of the Afghan race, and whom we grew 
to  like vezy much, took his camp back to tile 
- 
Helmund and would probably proceed to Kabul 
- via Kandahar. We were quite sorry to say good- 0 
bye to him, though very thankful the Mission had 
reached such a successful termination, and 4ad  3: 
to  be at  last really on our way back to India. We 
marched by night and reached Lijji Talao, over r 
100 miles, in four marches. Even marching at  
night the heat was great, and there wasn't a dog 
in the camp that didn't get its feet blistered 011 
the hot sand and stones. At  Lijji Talao we halted 
a day and took over the Chageh fort from its 
Afghan garrison. I t  will 'be ren~mbered that  
this is the place which the Amir occupied at  the 
time of the Panjdeh business in  1884, and he has 
held i t  ever since. Under the Durand Treaty of 
1893 he agreed to  hand i t  over to us, and it is now 
again occupied by Sirdar Ali Khan, of the Sanja- 
rani tribe, t o  whom i t  originally belonged. It is 
o n e  of'the places where the Anlir took refuge 
when he fled into exile. L41i Khan's people ere 
greatly rejoiced to have i t  restorzde to them: and 
there is e e r y  hope that the,C'hageh plain, which a \ 
a .  is evidently very fertile, will soon be ~onverted 
by building karezes and wells into cz nlost prod&- 
hive bit of country. T%e strategic im'portance of 
Chageh is well recognised. 
DIFFICULT MARCHES. -. s.7 
I have already told you how lucky welave  been 
in the matter of weather, thaugh even as i t  was 
9 
the desert marching was severely trying. The 
r? 
natives of the country never remember so long 
a cold weather (thanks to the heavy rain that fell 
while we were freezing a t  Spintijha in February), 
,and say that we ought to have suffered from the - 
weather we have enjoyed (!) in May, as  far bark 
as the end of March. At Lijji Talao i t  wa% truly 
qffl, a temperature of 205" in the sun and 1 1 5 O  
in our tents, duststoms all day long, with fro- 
(pent  " dust devils " tearing through the camp 
and leaving much sulphurous language and deso- 
late looking heaps of broken-down, fallen tents 
in their trac'lis. Eyes, mouth, nose, ears and food 
a11 full of sand and dirt, unable to read, sleep, eat 
or talk in comfort, our lot was not a happy one. 
g u t  a t  night i t  was even worse, for the tempera- 
ture fell but little, clouds came up but refused us * 
rain, and duststorms renp-ed their attacks. We 
were sleeping under the m s s  tent without kana&$ 
for " coulth." One squall carried the whole 
tent away clear of us, the ht?'avy tent poles luckily 
falling between our beds instead of on them, m d  
the, rest of the night was spent trying to get a 
littlebof the diYt out of oyr eyes and throats-the 
b ' latter proviag zest gfficult even withanuch hot 
sods to.helpe in the process. From Lijji Talao ' 
we'tnarcded into Nushki, 99 miles, in 34 days, 
enjoying (L) similar weatler to that we had a t  
Lijji Talao, but not quite so bad. After s halt 
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of one day we resumed the march to Quetta and 
covered the remaining 108 miles in fiveparches, 
reaching Quetta on May 29th a t  9 -4.M. 
.r 
Our march back from Robat to Quetta has really 
been a record one. We have covered the 307 
. 
miles in 15 marches, in 144 days, including two 
halts of a day each. Had we not been obliged to , 
build some pillars en route it would have taken 
one day less. This too with heavy baggage, 
m through desert (all except the last five marcnes; 
and a t  the end of May. The Kandahar march + 
covered 300 miles in 19 days without a halt in 
light marching order through fertile country, an 
enemy's certainly, but not desert. Including 
the two halts our daily average march was 209 
miles, excluding them it was over 234. No one 
fell out, and the spirit of' all, tried as it has 
been by the fearful heat and other hardships 07 
the last two months, was splendid. One cannot 
praise the men of the 24th Baluchistan Regi- 
bent  too highly. Theyohave done record march- 
es, often 30 and 35 miles in a day, building 
big pillars en route, Opitching tents on coming 
intb cainp, and never a grumble from any, always 
chirpy and willing, always bilkul takra aa they 
say themselves. They we a very &e lot of &en. 
At Panjpa, two marches o ~ t  of t u e t h ,  y e  wwe 
rejoined by Lieutenant  ebb-wareeon t h e  27th 
May. He left us a t  Robat on May 6th to retdrn 
by a different route End make a reeonnaisance 
through Paniham and Dalbandin. He had had 
0 0 0 
THE WORK ACCOR'IPLCSHED. @ 
a similar experience to ours as regard; heat, etc., 
and was very glad to rejoin, the main camp. He 
had trav?elled over more than 400 miles of country. 
-0 He came across one of our Survey parties, and 
reported that one of the 2halasis had become 
insane as the result of heaLstroke. 
Now that the Mission is over, i t  may not be out 
of place to just run over the work accomplished. 
Captain McMahon has, since he began demarcat- 
$@the  Indo-Afghan frontier in March 1894, de- 
w fined altogether 800,miles of country. Of this, 
the first Mission settled 330 miles from the Gomal 
to Chaman during a period of eleven months. 
This present--3oon to be late-Mission started 
work at h a m a n  in March 1895, and in three 
months had completed 30 miles as far as Gwazha. 
This year demarcation was recommenced on 
'January 27th and i t  is to the part of the frontier 
settled since that date, viz., the length of 440 miles " LI 
from Gwazha to the KO&-i-Malik Siah on the Per 
sian frontier, that my ?emarks apply. The cliff- 
culties in demarcating such a piece of country 
were bound to be great, afid i t  was with no light 
hear't and wit11 a full sense of the heavy reyon- 
sailities resting on him that the British Com- 
misioner se7 to work., The country was most 
qf i t  deser~,  mZoh of i t  was totally u?Jmown, the 
difficuities ?oreseen * and unforeseen were great, 
aad tl;e?size of the camp to be taken was, includ- 
ing the survey party, large, though i t  was cut 
down as much as possible of course in every 
8 
.) - % 0 
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direction. Borne said i t  would be found impossible 
t o  get across the clescrt on account of scarcity of 
water, difficulty of transport, etc., othtrs that 1 
we were starting much too late which would have " 
proved only too true probably, but for the heavy 
rain in ~ e 6 r u a r ~  and for Captain M c M ~ ~ ~ ~ ' ~  
deciding to only take a very small camp, travelling - 
very light, on with him across the worst portions 
of the desert and persuading the Afghan Sir&- 
to  do the same. Pe t  one is thankful to be ale, 
t o  say that the work has &en finished without , 
loss of life, and that the whole boundary has been 
gone over excepting some unscaleable peaks and 
a few miles of country which were inaccessible ' 
on account of sand. Permanent and vfsible evi- 
dence of the boundary line has been left in the 
shape of stone pillars, and t h s  inhabitants of the 
neighbouring tracts-to their expressed great 
*satisfaction be it said-have thus had all doubts 
and disputes removed. 
.All this, of course, has mot been accomplished 
without great forethought, great tact, and the 
constant exercise of these qualities of mind and 
heartin dealing with more or less undivilised rages 
which seem peculiarly British, and which. a re  
possessed by Captain M c p h o n  in b n  emina t  
degree. Thg  proof of this is that%he pemarca-, 
ation of 800 miles of frontier, afmost eqttd t d t h a t  . 
between Russia and Europe in length, aheoi i s  
lying among tribes mar-noted for thei~.lawless- 
ness and disregard for life than for their manners, 
t 
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: and in country which, when not actha1 desert, 
has been hitherto regarded a s  unsafe for British 
?- 
! officers to visit, has been settled, much of i t  rapidly 
, -0 
and all of i t  without accident. The information 
collected on the Mission will be inyaluable in - 
- 
deciding the question-that must arise sooner or 
. , later-of the improving of the communications, 
by railways if possible, between India and Persia. 
This question has come before the public *of late 
&s in the writings of the present Under-Secre- 
tary of State for Foreign Affairs, and within the 
last four weeks Reuter's telegrams show that pub- 
lic opinion, as mirrored in the Times, is awakening 
' to its importance. Little Englanders would have 
us .believe &at such railway extensions in Central 
and Southern Asia are really advocated on strate- 
gic grounds &ne, a m  that the commercial ad- 
v"antages are mythical and not worthy of consi- 
- - 
deration, merely put forward to hide the real 
objects. This is not th- case, however, in this 
, instance. Seistan-both ?n its Persian and Afghan ' 
I halves-is a rich country, and even as matters 
. 
stand i t  produces a large quantity of wheat and 
othencereals, iool,  ghi, etc., much of whicVis 
coaulned locally, Gut much of which is exported 
to Wdia, by c:mel caravpns. The waters of the 
*' H4mun.d have ?n past ages been d ier ted  by 
I 
Geans of c a n h  to irrigate the country, and if a 
r. 
stace of things were brought about in which the 
cultivating-Classes could elTjoy security and find 
a market closer at  hand than exists a t  present, 
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and carriaEe better than camel transport, there is 
no doubt the countrry could, and would export 1 
m' 
an enormously greater amount of produce, while ' 
on the other hand large markets would be then aC 1 
opened upofor European goods which now remain '1 
closed. 
. Had we, years ago, retained Shorawuk and*p;, 
country south of the Helmund right up to its 
banks,. there would have been no difficulty in run- 
ning the railway along the river and across%& 
' 
Seistan plain to Persia. T1= whole of the country . 
passed through would have become rich and pros- 
perous, our relations with Afghanistan and Persia 
much improved, while Russia would have had 
more difficulty in obtaining a footing $n the Per- 
sian Gulf-her great ambition undoubtedly-than 
ever. The route up the Helmund would then 
have drawn the trade from Seistan and furthey 
,.? 0 
west through Quetta, this being the natural out- 
let, and one that has always been used. That is , 
"ot of the question ndw, however. The sand 
mountains and want of water will prevent much i 
commerce being carriea either by caravan between 
6 In&a 2nd Persia through Quetta bey the rouk  we , 
have just traversed, and M ~ . * s .  S. Tho&urp's 
proposed company to lwse ~ e i s t a z  and gun" the 
railway t o i t  through Kandabar, %ll censepenuy O' 
L ,- . - 
remain impracticable. \ 
P F  . 
Another route is, however, still wallable %y 
rneansof which the SeiStan trade couldin time be ( 
developed and drawn either to Karachi or to some 
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I 1 port on the Mekrnn coast as was proposed by the 1 late Sir$obert Sandeman.- His scheme of (XU- 
-, trolling Rej and Panjgur was apparently based 
on this consideration, as well as on that of ex- 
!: tending our influence into the south and east of . 
J Persia, thereby making aneffort to  counterbalance 
* 1 - Fki influence of Russia over the northern portions - 
of the Shah's dominions ; to the importance of 
, which the public at home are, son1ewhat late in 4 day, becoming awakened. 
The survey work done during the Mission Ilw 
been very extensive. Mr. Tate and the surveyors 
of his party have altogether surveyed an area 
of countr-y amounting to 10,000 square miles, 
most of i t  hilly and the remainder sandy and 
waterless desert. Points were fixed by triangu-, 
lation over a3  area 2 10,000 square miles, all of , 
' *  
which had not been fixed before. 
- 
-- 
The building of so many large pillars meant a 
tremendous lot of harcl work, especially when, 
I as not infrequently hap$ened, stones were scarce 
I and had to be carried some distance ; and the way the 24th Baluchistan menemarched long marches % 
building pilla;s on the way and always t u h e d  8 
: u ~ s m i l i n g ,  was treat, and made one confident, 
0 
of &epuccess of the r ed  of the Regiment in win- 
* ?' t ino ..'ic,m&hinp for. its colours in Morlbassa if i t  
i ge$ t l ~ c  cli&lce. Captain Wnlters combined the 
@ 
, 
&ties of Commandant of the escort and Intelli- 
/ gence Officer, and must-have collected a large 
I amount of information. A considerable amount 
8 * 
of relief: lneclical anti operative. has 1)ecm givcbll 
by the Mission Hospital to  the inhabitant~w1lert~- 
ever the Mission halted long enough to allo\v -* 
t l ~ e m  to collect. lleteorologic~l results of vdue 
have been obtained in a country where we wanted 
observations, and they should be very interesting \ 
taken in connection \vith the waves.of heat wh I %* 
have recently passed over India. Alniel talks 
in his ':Journal " of the " joys of action " and 
of the " sacred savour of acconqdished dutj- 
We have h d  lots of the former, and from the tone , 
uf this letter you will gather tllut we regard the 
savour as not only sacred but strong ! Anywhy 
, 
the memory of the Baluch-Afghan Boundary Corn- I 
f 
mission of 1896 will, in spite of its hardsliips, 
perhaps on account of them and the cheerful way 
everyone met them, ever refrain a+le,zsant one 
t o  look beck upon for the rest of our lives. 
. 
- 
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From the Pibrary of 
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Arthur Paul 

